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Abstract 13 

It has been suggested that gesture can play a role in the treatment of naming impairments in 14 

aphasia, however investigation is still sparse, especially when compared to research on verbal 15 

treatments. Critically, previous studies have included either verbal or gesture production in 16 

the training. However, while in speakers without language impairment, action naming is 17 

facilitated by gesture observation, no study has yet systematically determined whether gesture 18 

observation alone influences word retrieval in people with aphasia. This is the aim of the 19 

research presented here.  20 

In a gesture priming experiment, participants with aphasia named actions that were preceded 21 

by the observation of videos of congruent or unrelated gestures or a non-gesture control 22 

condition. At the group-level, action naming was facilitated by observation of congruent 23 

gestures. However, single-case analyses revealed variability in the extent to which the 24 

participants benefited from gesture cueing. The potential mechanisms underlying the effects 25 

of gesture observation on action picture naming in people with aphasia were examined by 26 

exploring participant-related and item-related predictors of improvement. 27 

It is concluded that gesture observation may facilitate verb retrieval at either semantic or 28 

lexical levels. In addition, and despite variability across individuals, gesture observation 29 

seems more likely to facilitate action naming in people with spared gesture semantics and 30 

mild-moderate deficits in lexical-semantic or post-semantic processing.   31 

 32 

Keywords: aphasia, action naming, gestures, language impairment 33 

  34 
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1. Introduction 35 

When communicating, people often use gestures to support the message in the accompanying 36 

speech, or to fully replace speech. These meaningful gestures visually represent 37 

characteristics of an event or object (e.g., shape or motion) or are used to enact an event, such 38 

as pantomiming the use of an object (Kendon, 2004; McNeill, 2000; Rose & Douglas, 2003; 39 

Sandler, 2013). In speakers without brain damage, the interplay between conceptual, 40 

language and gestural domains has been widely studied. Several lines of evidence suggest 41 

that gestures influence mental representations, conceptualisation processes (Kita, Alibali & 42 

Chu, 2017; Hostetter & Alibali, 2010) and communication (de Ruiter, 2000; de Ruiter, 2006), 43 

help speakers select and organize information for speaking (Kita & özyürek, 2003) and 44 

facilitate word retrieval (e.g., Krauss & Hadar, 1999; Krauss et al., 2000). Research has also 45 

shown that gestures affect lexical processing and word retrieval even when no gesture 46 

production is required (Bernardis, Salilas & Caramelli, 2008; Wu & Coulson, 2007; Yap, So, 47 

Yap, Tan & Teoh, 2011; Mounoud, Ducherer, Moy & Perroudin, 2007; Murteira, Sowman & 48 

Nickels, 2019). 49 

For people with aphasia, this tight interaction between gesture and language production 50 

suggests that gesture could be a useful tool in treatment. In fact, speech pathology 51 

rehabilitation has frequently used gesture-based treatments to promote communication in 52 

people with aphasia, either to compensate for language impairment, by replacing speech 53 

production (e.g., Beukelman, Yorkston & Garrett, 2007; Daumüller & Goldenberg, 2010; 54 

Helm-Estabrooks, Fitzpatrick & Barresi, 1982; Marshall et al., 2012; Skelly, 1979) or as a 55 

facilitator of language function, by helping word retrieval (e.g., Boo & Rose, 2011; Pashek, 56 

1998; Raymer, Kohen, Blonder, Douglas, Sembrat & Rothi, 2007; Raymer, Singletary, 57 

Rodriguez, Ciampitti, Heilman, & Rothi, 2006; Rodriguez, Raymer & Rothi, 2006; Rose, 58 

Douglas & Matyas, 2002; Rose & Sussmilch, 2008). All these studies had as their goal the 59 

changes in verbal skills (specifically, ease of production of nouns and verbs) following 60 

training paradigms that combined gesture and verbal cues. Rose (2013) suggests that the 61 

reasoning behind the use of gesture to promote verbal language is based on Luria’s (1972) 62 

concept of intersystemic facilitation and reorganization, in which an intact modality is paired 63 

with an impaired modality to facilitate improvement of the impaired modality. A systematic 64 

review of gesture-based treatments in aphasia (Rose, Raymer, Laynon & Attard, 2013) 65 

concluded that studies combining verbal and gesture cues have resulted in improvement in 66 

later picture naming for trained nouns (Pashek, 1998; Raymer et al., 2007; Rose, Douglas & 67 
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Matyas, 2002) and trained verbs (Boo & Rose, 2011; Raymer et al., 2006; Rodriguez et al., 68 

2006; Rose & Sussmilch, 2008), as well as better performance in standardised measures of 69 

language, connected speech and communication ratings after training.  70 

It has been suggested that gesture may be especially effective in facilitating verb retrieval 71 

(Conroy, Sage & Lambon Ralph, 2006; Krauss & Hadar, 1999). According to Black and 72 

Chiat (2003), verbs express conceptual events, and the action expressed by those events has 73 

associated kinaesthetic and motor patterns. At the same time, gestures use movement to 74 

represent the meaning of actions (Novack, Wakefield & Goldin-Meadow, 2016). Despite the 75 

close relationship between gesture, action and verbs, the investigation of the specific 76 

contribution that gesture can play in facilitating verb production in aphasia is sparse and 77 

potential mechanisms poorly understood.   78 

The effects on verb retrieval of adding gesture to verbal treatments (i.e., semantic or 79 

repetition training) was addressed in studies contrasting gesture+verbal treatments and 80 

verbal-only treatments. In a study with four participants with aphasia and semantic and/or 81 

phonological-based naming impairments, action naming accuracy improved only for one 82 

participant with a phonological impairment, and, critically, there was no evidence for 83 

differences in outcome between the two treatments (Rodriguez et al., 2006). In a similar 84 

study (Rose and Sussmilch, 2008), which included two participants with anomia primarily 85 

due to deficits at the word-form level, participant, MW, showed similar treatment effect sizes 86 

from a gesture plus semantic (+verbal model) treatment and a verbal semantic (+verbal 87 

model) treatment, compared to repetition alone treatment. Participant KC showed better 88 

action naming after gesture (+verbal model) and semantic (+verbal model) treatments, 89 

compared to gesture plus semantic (+verbal model) treatment. Importantly, neither participant 90 

showed any statistical evidence for differences between the three treatments.  91 

Finally, Boo & Rose (2011) found that, when naming accuracy was measured immediately 92 

post-treatment in two participants with Broca’s aphasia, there was no advantage for combined 93 

gesture and verbal semantic (+repetition) training compared to verbal semantic (+repetition). 94 

At one-month follow-up, response to the treatments differed between the two participants: 95 

GF maintained gains in verb retrieval for the combined training but did not maintain gains 96 

with the verbal semantic training, whereas participant PF maintained gains with the verbal 97 

semantic treatment, but not in the combined treatment. Participant PF was also provided with 98 

gesture (+repetition) treatment but showed no immediate post-treatment improvement.   99 
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Overall, these studies demonstrate that the effects of adding gestures to verbal treatment for 100 

verb retrieval are both highly variable and limited. Moreover, all the studies described above 101 

included a verbal component in the training (even when a gesture-only protocol was used, a 102 

verbal model of the target word was provided), consequently, the independent contribution of 103 

the gesture is difficult to assess. Very few studies have contrasted a gesture+verbal protocol 104 

with a gesture-only protocol (i.e., without provision and/or repetition of the target word) and, 105 

across the studies that have, different results have been found (e.g., Marshall et al., 2012; 106 

Rose & Douglas, 2001). Marshall et al. (2012) examined whether people with aphasia could 107 

learn a vocabulary of gestures for nouns and whether learning gestures would facilitate the 108 

production of the equivalent nouns. Results showed that there was no cross-modality 109 

generalisation, that is, people with aphasia did not use the learned gestures to self-cue when 110 

attempting to name the same items, nor was naming improved. These results contrast with 111 

Rose and Douglas’ (2001) finding that, in a cued naming task, first executing a meaningful 112 

gesture enhanced object naming (Rose & Douglas, 2001). A reason for the discrepancy 113 

between these two studies could lie in the fact that Marshall and colleagues’ participants did 114 

not produce the gestures spontaneously (i.e., participants were not explicitly told to gesture 115 

before naming), whereas Rose and Douglas’ participants were requested to produce an iconic 116 

gesture of the to-be named object immediately before naming. The fact that participants 117 

gestured before attempting naming could have enhanced the interaction between gesture (as a 118 

prime) and speech (as a target). 119 

Of importance is also the fact that, in all the studies in the literature, people with aphasia were 120 

required to produce (or imitate) a gesture, at the same time as, or prior to, naming (e.g., 121 

“show me with your hands and say what is happening in this picture”, Boo & Rose, 2011, p. 122 

174). Moreover, the propositional gestures used in these studies were pantomimes – hand 123 

movements that can represent the meaning of actions or properties of objects independent 124 

from speech (e.g., drinking from a glass; Coelho & Duffy, 1986; Özçalişkan, Lucero, & 125 

Goldin-Meadow, 2016). There is, however, evidence that, in pantomime elicitation tasks, 126 

people with aphasia typically not only score below neurotypical participants (Duffy & Duffy, 127 

1991, Ferro, Santos, Castro-Caldas & Mariano, 1980; Goldenberg, Hartmann & Schlott, 128 

2003; Power, 2006; Power & Code, 2006; Wang & Goodglass, 1992), but also use different 129 

techniques, producing, for example, less informative gestures (van Nispen, van de Sandt-130 

Koenderman, Mol & Krahmer, 2016). It has also been shown that the quality of gesture 131 

production depends upon the integrity of semantic knowledge, fluency of speech and 132 
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presence of limb apraxia (Cocks, Dipper, Middleton & Morgan, 2011; Hogrefe, Ziegler, 133 

Weidinger & Goldenberg, 2012; Rose et al., 2017; Sekine & Rose, 2013, van Nispen et al., 134 

2016). Although gesture production and comprehension abilities are usually assessed in pre-135 

treatment assessment, studies to date have not reported the extent of any relationship between 136 

treatment outcomes and degree to which gestural processing is (un)impaired. 137 

As, in intervention studies, gestures have been the target of training, this leaves open the 138 

question of whether gesture observation alone can influence word retrieval in people with 139 

aphasia. That is, in order to facilitate speech production, is it necessary to actually execute the 140 

gesture? A related issue was addressed by Marangolo and colleagues (Marangolo et al.., 141 

2010), who investigated the potential benefit of action observation for verb retrieval in a 142 

group of six participants with aphasia. Following intensive naming treatment, no difference 143 

was found between observation+naming of actions and observation+execution+naming of 144 

actions on later verb retrieval, for participants with problems retrieving phonological forms. 145 

No benefit from the treatments was found for the two participants with fluent aphasia and a 146 

semantic-based impairment. Although the results of this study might seem relevant to the 147 

question of the effects of gesture observation on word production in people with aphasia, 148 

since the training did not include a non-action condition (e.g., picture naming only) it is not 149 

possible to know whether simply trying to name the actions would have been as effective (see 150 

Nickels, 2002, for evidence that, for some participants, simply attempting to name can 151 

improve (object) naming).  152 

In sum, while there is some support for the use of gesture alone as a facilitator for speech 153 

production in aphasia, further replications and more carefully controlled designs are 154 

necessary in order to provide stronger evidence. In particular, no study has determined 155 

whether gesture observation alone (without a requirement to name, or explicit naming of, the 156 

gesture) can influence lexical retrieval in people with aphasia. This aspect is particularly 157 

interesting in light of the fact that, in speakers without language impairment, action naming 158 

can be facilitated by exposure to congruent gestures (Murteira et al., 2019).   159 

1.1. The present study 160 

The present study aimed to address this gap in the literature, by investigating the effect of 161 

gesture observation alone (without production) on action picture naming in people with 162 

aphasia. First, we compared verb naming accuracy and reaction time when action pictures 163 

were preceded by the observation of congruent gestures, unrelated gestures and no gesture 164 
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(baseline condition). To pre-empt the results, we found positive effects at the group level with 165 

priming from congruent gestures, but variability across participants. Consequently, second, 166 

we examined possible mechanisms for the effects of priming with gesture observation on 167 

naming in people with aphasia by (a) relating the findings of the priming experiment to the 168 

results of background assessments for individual participants, (b) exploring item-related 169 

predictors of improvement and c) exploring the relationship between gesture transparency 170 

(that is, gestures that more consistently evoked the same action in a gesture naming task) and 171 

naming improvement. The item and gesture-related predictors were chosen based on the 172 

properties we (Murteira et al., 2019) had found influenced the effects of gesture observation 173 

on action naming in non-brain damaged participants (verbs showing larger priming effects 174 

were associated with a) congruent gestures that were more transparent and b) verb 175 

instrumentality but not with verb transitivity) and some of the word properties known to 176 

influence picture naming in people with aphasia, in particular word frequency, age-of-177 

acquisition and word length.  178 

 179 

2. Methods 180 

In this section, we report how we determined our sample size, all data exclusions (if any), all 181 

inclusion/exclusion criteria, whether inclusion/exclusion criteria were established prior to 182 

data analysis, all manipulations, and all measures in the study. No part of the study 183 

procedures or analyses was pre-registered in a time-stamped, institutional registry prior to the 184 

research being conducted. 185 

2.1 Participants 186 

Sample size was determined based on our inclusion criteria (please see below) and resources 187 

constraints. 10 premorbidly fluent speakers of Australian English with chronic aphasia as a 188 

result of ischaemic left hemisphere stroke were recruited from Macquarie University Aphasia 189 

Research Group’s participant database. Participants were included in the study, using a 190 

criterion of the presence impairments in, but some ability to perform, spoken picture naming, 191 

and no other marked cognitive co-morbidities that would interfere with the ability to perform 192 

the tasks (based on screening using the Comprehensive Aphasia Test; Swinburn, Porter & 193 

Howard, 2001). All participants were right-handed and reported normal or corrected-to-194 

normal vision/hearing and no previous history of other neurological conditions prior to onset 195 

of stroke. Participants’ age ranged between 36 and 86 years. A summary of participants’ 196 
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demographic and clinical characteristics is provided in Table 1. Prior to the study, written and 197 

verbal consent was obtained from the participants using an aphasia-friendly consent form, 198 

approved by the Macquarie University Human Research Ethics Committee.   199 

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants. 200 

 Gender Age 
(years) 

Education 
(years) 

TPO 
(years) 

Aphasia Sub-Type Aphasia 
Severity1 

       
ALM M 86 16  11  Broca’s 49.6 
SJS M 54 16  10  Broca’s 46.4 
DEH M 72 13 13  Broca’s 59.2 
JOT F 41 not available 3  Broca’s 57.0 
MAS F 72 8 15 Transcortical Motor 64.8 
GOE M 69 not available 6  Broca’s 55.2 
JOG M 69 15 7 Broca’s 69.8 
RYT M 77 8 8  Conduction 79.6 
STR M 55 15 3  Conduction 76.5 
REA F 36 16 10 Anomic 83.7 

1Aphasia type and severity (Aphasia Quotient) obtained following administration of the 201 
Western Aphasia Battery – Revised (Kertesz, 2007). TPO: Time post onset of aphasia  202 
 203 

2.2 Background assessment 204 

Language: To provide an overview of their language impairment, participants were assessed 205 

on a range of tasks: two tests of nonverbal conceptual processing, one for objects (the 206 

Pyramids and Palm Trees test (PPT; Howard & Patterson, 1992)), and one for actions (the 207 

Kissing and Dancing test (KDT; Bak & Hodges, 2003)); tests of word and sentence 208 

processing from the Comprehensive Aphasia Test (CAT; Swinburn et al., 2001) and the 209 

Reversible Sentence Comprehension Test (Byng & Black, 1999). Spoken word production 210 

was tested using the repetition subtest of the CAT, and two assessments of both noun and 211 

verb production (object and action naming), one from the CAT and one from the Object and 212 

Action Naming Battery (OAB; Druks & Masterson, 2000). The picture stimuli presented the 213 

OAB naming subtests are matched for age-of-acquisition, familiarity and word frequency. In 214 

addition, an auditory digit matching span task (PALPA, Kay, Coltheart & Lesser, 1992) was 215 

administered.  216 

The results of the language assessments are presented in Table 2.  Table 3 details the 217 

participants’ naming responses on the OAB naming subtests. For these subtests, apart from 218 

the target response, we considered as correct responses when participants produced an 219 

acceptable alternative (e.g., verb: sewing –> stitching; noun: bee -> wasp); multiword 220 
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responses that contained the target word (verb: folding –> folding a piece of paper; noun: 221 

letter –> it’s a letter for me) and (for actions) a word that was ambiguous in word class but 222 

comprised the stem of the target verb (e.g., raking –> rake). Error types were classified on the 223 

basis of the following criteria: “semantic” errors were word responses within the same 224 

grammatical category as the target that were co-ordinates, superordinates or associates of the 225 

target; “phonological” errors were word or non-word responses that shared at least 50% of 226 

the phonemes with the target word; an “omission” was considered when no specific response 227 

was given; words belonging to different grammatical categories, neologisms or production of 228 

irrelevant information were categorised as “other”. For action naming, three other error 229 

categories were also used: “object naming” errors included naming of an object present in the 230 

picture; “semantic other” errors included words, other than verbs, that were semantically 231 

related to the target verb, but not visually presented in the picture (e.g. snowing – ‘cold’) and 232 

“subject/auxiliary” errors included naming the subject in the picture or an auxiliary word to 233 

initiate a sentence that was not completed (e.g., ‘the man is’).  234 

Seven participants (ALM, SJS, DEH, JOT, MAS, GOE and JOG) presented with non-fluent 235 

speech and marked word-finding difficulties in spontaneous speech. GOE also demonstrated 236 

marked characteristics of apraxia of speech. The remaining three participants presented with 237 

fluent speech and mild (STR, REA) to moderate (RYT) word-finding difficulties. Three 238 

participants presented with conceptual and lexical-semantic impairments (ALM, SJS and 239 

JOT). MAS and DEH, despite unimpaired performance on lexical-semantic tasks, performed 240 

below controls in the non-verbal semantic tasks. All participants except STR had evidence of 241 

impairments either to the phonological output lexicon and/or access to the phonological 242 

output lexicon from the semantic system. Summaries of each participant’s impairment, based 243 

on the background language assessment, are presented in Appendix B.   244 

Scores on the background language assessments (Tables 2 and 3) were used characterise 245 

whether the participants with aphasia had more (or less) of a semantic or phonological 246 

impairment in word retrieval relative to the group. This information was used in follow-up 247 

analyses exploring the relationship between the nature of the language impairment and 248 

performance in the facilitation task (see results section). For each participant, assessment 249 

scores were converted to z-scores and a measure of phonological ability was obtained based 250 

on the mean of the z-scores of the following background assessments: proportion of 251 

phonological errors in action naming (from the OAB), repetition of words and repetition of 252 

non-words (from the CAT). A measure of semantic ability was obtained based on the mean of 253 
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the z-scores for spoken and written word comprehension (from the CAT) and picture 254 

association (from 3-pictures Pyramids and Palm Trees Test and 3-pictures Kissing and 255 

Dancing Test). A negative z-score reflected relatively poorer performance on the 256 

correspondent measure compared to the group, hence indicating a relatively greater deficit for 257 

that ability (semantic, phonological or both). A measure of action naming ability 258 

(independent of the experimental results) was obtained based on the z-scores in the action 259 

naming task from the OAB. 260 

Gesture: We used tasks from the Florida Apraxia Battery – Extended and Revised Sydney 261 

(FABERS; Power, Code, Croot, Sheard & Rothi, 2010) and the Assessment of Limb Apraxia 262 

Test (Bartolo, Cubelli & Della Sala, 2008) to evaluate functioning of relevant aspects of 263 

gesture processing. These assessments were based on cognitive neuropsychological models 264 

of limb apraxia (Cubelli, Marchetti, Boscolo & Della Sala, 2000; Rothi, Ochipa & Heilman, 265 

1997), that were designed to explain skilled praxis processing, with specific routes 266 

accounting for discrimination, comprehension, production and imitation of meaningful 267 

gestures, such as pantomimes (e.g., sawing, cutting) and intransitive (symbolic) gestures 268 

(e.g., waving good-bye, saluting) and novel, meaningless gestures (see Fig. B.2, Appendix 269 

B). The following subtests were carried out:  270 

• Intransitive (symbolic) gesture discrimination (adapted from Bartolo et al., 2008): Real 271 

intransitive and novel, meaningless, gestures were presented as video-clips. 272 

Participants were requested to identify whether a gesture was familiar or unfamiliar.  273 

• Pantomime discrimination (Power et al., 2010): Participants were presented with 274 

correct tool-use pantomimes or inaccurate gestures and requested to identify whether, 275 

for a given depicted tool, a pantomime was produced accurately. During the course of 276 

the assessment, every tool appeared with both a realistic and an unrealistic pantomime, 277 

in a random order, across two blocks.  278 

• Intransitive (symbolic) gesture comprehension (Bartolo et al., 2008): Participants were 279 

requested to match a gesture to one of four pictures depicting different scenarios, 280 

where a specific symbolic gesture could be produced (e.g., a gesture of saluting 281 

matched to i) a picture of a soldier looking at his superior waiting to produce a military 282 

salute, rather than ii) someone putting his hand horizontally on the forehead whilst 283 

looking in the distance, iii) clapping hands to an artist performance, or iv) pointing to 284 

someone).  285 
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Table 2. Scores on background assessments. 

 N items  Control 
Mean (prop)  

Control 
cut-off 
(prop.)  

ALM SJS DEH JOT MAS GOE JOG RYT STR REAb 

Semantic processing              
Kissing & Dancing Test (3 pictures) 52 0.97a 0.92 0.88 0.90 0.67 0.92 0.85 0.83 0.94 0.92 1 0.94 

Pyramids and Palm Trees (3 pictures) 52 0.94 0.94 0.96 0.85 0.98 0.92 0.87 1 0.98 1 0.96 0.98 
CAT Comprehension spoken words  15 0.97 0.90 0.87 0.70 1 0.66 1 0.97 1 0.70 0.83 1 
CAT Comprehension written words  15 0.99 0.93 0.87 0.63 0.90 0.87 0.97 0.87 0.93 0.93 1 1 
Sentence processing              
CAT Comprehension spoken sentences 16 0.94 0.84 0.41 0.72 0.88 0.72 0.49 0.75 0.94 0.75 0.75 1 
CAT Comprehension written sentences 16 0.93 0.72 0.53 0.44 0.69 0.53 0.44 0.59 0.88 0.47 0.94 0.91 
Spoken reversible sentences 
comprehension  

             

w/action verb 10 0.80-1 0.80 0.70 0.60 0.70 0.70 0.60 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.90 1 
w/non-action verb 10 0.60-1 0.60 0.50 0.40 0.70 0.30 0.60 0.50 0.60 0.60 0.80 1 

w/adjective 10 0.70-1 0.70 0.50 0.40 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.50 0.60 0.50 0.90 1 
w/locative preposition 10 0.80-1 0.80 0.80 0.60 0.70 0.90 0.60 0.80 0.90 0.80 0.90 1 

Spoken Word Production              
Picture Naming I              

CAT object naming 24 0.90 0.90 0.50 0.60 0 (dis) 0.19 0.90 0.44 0.67 0.77 0.75 0.96 
CAT action naming 5 0.99 0.80 0.50 0 0 (dis) 0.20 0.70 0.40 0.60 0.30 0.70 0.40 

Picture naming II            
OAB object naming 

 
81 
 

Age 61-70: 0.97 0.93  0.58  0.40  0.37 0.77  0.80 n.a 
Age 71-80: 0.95 0.89 0.68  0.26  0.88   0.78   

OAB action naming 
 

50 
 

Age 61-70: 0.94 0.86  0.44  0.34  0.20 0.56  0.64 0.92 
Age 71-80: 0.89 0.74 0.46  0.16  0.54   0.68   

CAT Repetition              
word repetition 16 0.99 0.90 0.94 0.62 0.97 1 1 0.44 0.78 0.66 0.88 0.94 

complex word repetition 6 1 0.83 0.67 0 0.17 0.83 0.83 0 0.33 0 0.33 0.33 
nonword repetition 5 0.92 0.50 0.20 0.40 0.20 0.80 0.50 0 0.40 0.50 0.40 0.60 

Digit Span    6 3 4 3 3 3 5 4 4 n.a 
aControl performance as reported in Bak & Hodges (2003); bCAT assessment conducted 3 years prior to this study, as participant was not available to complete all necessary 
assessment sessions. Since, at the time of the language assessment, REA was already 7 years post-stroke, significant changes to the scores reported in this table are not predicted. 
Scores below cut-off are highlighted in bold. 
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Table 3. Proportion of correct responses, and proportion of different error types (as 1 
proportion of the total number of errors) on the Object and Action Naming Battery.  2 

Picture naming II N 
items 

ALM SJS DEH JOT MAS GOE JOG RYT STR REA 

            
OAB object naming  

Proportion correct 
81 

0.68 0.58 0.26 0.40 0.88 0.37 0.77 0.78 0.80 n.a 
Error type: 

(proportion errors)            

Semantic  0.53 0.50 0.10 0.41 0.70 0.12 0.37 0.50 0.31  
Phonological  0 0 0 0.08 0 0.47 0.37 0.17 0.44  

Omission  0.15 0.21 0.87 0.31 0.30 0.29 0.16 0.17 0.13  
Other  0.31 0.29 0.03 0.20 0 0.12 0.11 0.17 0.13  

OAB action naming 
Proportion correct 

50 
0.46 0.44 0.16 0.34 0.54 0.20 0.56 0.68 0.64 0.92 

Error type: 
(proportion errors)             

Semantic  0.22 0.14 0.12 0.15 0.35 0.08 0.27 0.31 0.39 0.75 
Semantic other  0.11 0.25 0.12 0.15 0.22 0.05 0.14 0.13 0 0 
Object naming  0.22 0.32 0.07 0.09 0.22 0 0.32 0.38 0.06 0 

Phonological  0 0 0 0.06 0 0.35 0.14 0.06 0.44 0.25 
Omissions  0.07 0.04 0.31 0.21 0.13 0.43 0 0 0 0 

Subject/Auxiliary  0.18 0.07 0.29 0.06 0 0 0.09 0.06 0 0 
Other  0.18 0.18 0.10 0.27 0.09 0.10 0.05 0.06 0.11 0 

 3 

• Pantomime gesture comprehension (Power et al., 2010): Participants were required 4 

to match a tool-use pantomime, produced by the examiner (e.g., stirring), to one of 5 

four pictures of objects – the target object (e.g., teaspoon), an object with a 6 

motorically similar pantomime to the target (e.g., pencil), an object functionally 7 

associated to the target (e.g., cup & saucer) and an object semantically-related to the 8 

target object (e.g., knife).  9 

• Intransitive (symbolic) gesture production (Bartolo et al., 2008): Participants were 10 

requested to perform a gesture elicited by a scene describing a situation (e.g. “please 11 

show me the gesture that the person indicated by the arrow should execute”(where 12 

the arrow pointed to a soldier looking at his superior officer) by verbal command 13 

(e.g., “please execute a military salute”) or by imitation. The three tasks were 14 

performed in different sessions.  15 

• Pantomime gesture production (Power et al., 2010): Participants were requested to 16 

produce a pantomime elicited by picture of an object (e.g., a hammer), by verbal 17 

command (e.g., show me how you would use a hammer) or imitation. The three tasks 18 

were performed in different sessions.  19 

• Imitation of meaningless hand/arm postures and movement sequences (Duffy, Duffy 20 

& Uryase, 1989; Power et al., 2010): Participants were required to imitate 21 
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meaningless sequences of movement, with their upper limb, that were produced by 22 

the examiner.  23 

The results of the gesture assessments are presented in Table 4.  24 

Six participants (ALM, SJS, JOT, MAS, GOE, JOG) demonstrated deficits in the integrity of 25 

the input pathways for pantomime reception (pantomime discrimination and/or 26 

comprehension; see Appendix B). A dissociation (as defined by significant differences 27 

between the two tasks using Fisher’s exact test) between pantomimes and intransitive 28 

(symbolic) comprehension was present in three participants (ALM, MAS, RYT). A detailed 29 

evaluation of gesture production deficits is beyond the scope of this study which focuses on 30 

gesture perception/comprehension, but it was noticeable that most participants had 31 

difficulties with production of intransitive (symbolic) gestures as well as with imitation of 32 

meaningless postures and movement sequences. Five participants performed poorly on the 33 

pantomime production tests, however only one participant (REA) seemed to have a selective 34 

deficit in pantomime expression.  35 

The background gesture assessment results were used to provide a measure of the degree of 36 

impairment in gesture input processing for follow-up analyses exploring the relationship 37 

between gesture comprehension abilities and performance in the facilitation task (see results 38 

section). As for the language tasks above, this was obtained based on the mean of the z-scores 39 

of the four gesture input tasks (i.e., symbolic and pantomime discrimination and 40 

comprehension).  41 

 42 

2.3 Experimental Method  43 

2.3.1 Materials1 44 

The experimental task involved naming action pictures using a single verb following the 45 

presentation of meaningful (congruent or incongruent) gesture primes or no prime (a black 46 

screen). All pictures were 300x300 pixel, black-and-white line drawings, retrieved from a 47 

variety of action picture collections (Bastiaanse, unpublished; Druks & Masterson, 2000; 48 

Szekely et al., 2004) and selected such that the action could be represented with a gesture, the 49 

original source reported name agreement above 70% and there was Australian name 50 

agreement above 80% (de Aguiar, 2015). 51 

 
1Stimuli and experiment presentation code are available in OSF at https://osf.io/7uj63/ 
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Table 4. Scores on the gesture background assessment.  

 N 
items  

Control 
mean 

(prop.) 

Control 
cut-off 
(prop.)  

ALM SJS DEH JOT MAS GOE JOG RYT STR REA 

Gesture Discrimination               
Intransitive gestures  40 0.98 0.92 0.90 0.85 0.85 0.93 1 0.83 0.83 0.95 0.95 0.98 

Pantomimed gestures 40 0.91 0.85 0.88 0.75 0.85 0.80 0.83 0.78 0.75 0.85 1 0.85 
              
Gesture Comprehension (gesture-to-
picture matching) 

             

Intransitive gestures  16 1 0.94 1 1 1 0.94 1 0.81 1 0.81 1 1 
Pantomimed gestures 20 0.94 0.85 0.55 0.85 1 0.60 0.70 0.85 1 1 0.90 1 

              
Gesture production              

Intransitive gestures elicited from:              
picture 16 0.97 0.88 0.63 0.63 0.56 0.88 0.50 0.44 0.81 n.a 1 0.94 

verbal command 16 0.99 0.94 (dis) 0.63 0.75 0.88 0.56 0.88 0.88 0.81 1 0.81 
              

Pantomimed gesture elicited by:              
picture 20 0.81 0.60 0.45 0.50 0.85 0.75 0.45 0.40 0.85 0.80 0.95 0.50 

verbal command 20 0.86 0.65 0.40 0.25 0.75 0.80 0.30 0.65 0.85 1 0.90 0.35 
              
Gesture imitation              

Intransitive gestures 16 1 0.94 0.94 0.88 0.94 1 0.88 0.88 1 0.94 1 0.94 
Pantomimed gestures 20 0.94 0.75 0.20 0.45 0.65 0.80 0.30 0.70 0.75 0.60 0.95 0.35 

              
Meaningless movement imitation 14b 0.97 0.88 0.69 0.82 0.71 0.65 0.53 0.65 0.76 0.53 0.94 0.76 

      Control scores as specified in the original papers (Bartolo et al., 2008; Power et al., 2010); bMaximum score = 17; dis: discontinued; Scores below cut-off are highlighted in bold. 
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Seventy-two action pictures were included in the final set of stimuli. For each action picture, 1 

a pantomime was created, consisting of a 900ms video-clip of a person miming an action 2 

using her arms and hands (a full list of targets is provided in Appendix A). Gesture name 3 

agreement and ratings for appropriateness (Murteira, 2016; Murteira et al.. 2019) showed that 4 

gestures varied in transparency in terms of how easily each gesture mapped onto a single 5 

lexical form. The mean gesture name agreement was 63% (SD=31, 95% CI [56, 71]) and the 6 

mean name appropriateness rating was 3.93 (SD=.66), 95% CI [3.77, 4.09]).  7 

For the naming task, the target action pictures were paired with primes in three conditions: a) 8 

congruent gesture prime - the gesture prime expressed the same action as that depicted in the 9 

target picture (e.g. drinkinggest – drinkingpic); b) unrelated - the gesture prime expressed a 10 

different but meaningful action to that depicted in the picture (e.g. pushinggest – drinkingpic); 11 

and c) baseline - the target action pictures were preceded by a black screen (no prime gesture 12 

was shown). This condition served as the baseline condition for naming performance. In the 13 

unrelated condition, the gestures and action pictures were recombined to create unrelated 14 

pairs, ensuring that the action expressed by the gesture and depicted in the picture were not 15 

associated (using the Edinburgh Associative Thesaurus, Kiss, Armstrong, Milroy, & Piper, 16 

1973) nor from the same verb class (using VerbNet; Kipper-Schuler, 2006; Palmer, Bonial & 17 

Hwang, 2017) and were not visually similar in action body movement.  18 

Three sets of 24 prime-target pairs were created and matched for relevant psycholinguistic 19 

properties of the target verbs, including: verb lemma frequency (SUBTLEX-UK; Van 20 

Heuven, Mandena, Keuleers & Brysbaer, 2014), age-of-acquisition (Kuperman, Stadthagen-21 

Gonzalez & Brysbaert, 2012), number of phonemes, verb transitivity and instrumentality (de 22 

Aguiar, 2015), visual complexity (de Aguiar, 2015) and imageability (for items where 23 

available, Cortese & Fuggett, 2004). Details of set matching can be found in Appendix A. 24 

The sets rotated around the three naming conditions (i.e., congruent, unrelated and baseline), 25 

such that each participant named all target action pictures in all conditions.  26 

 27 

2.3.2 Procedure 28 

The experimental task was presented using Presentation® software (Version 16.3, 29 

www.neurobs.com). A single trial comprised four events: (1) a fixation cross appearing in the 30 

middle of the screen for 1000ms; (2) a pantomime gesture video clip or a black screen for 31 
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900ms; (3) a fixation cross appearing in the middle of the screen for 100ms; (4) an action 32 

picture appearing in the middle of the screen for 5000ms.  33 

Participants were instructed that brief video clips of gestures and pictures of actions would 34 

appear on the screen. They would be asked to name the pictures of actions (i.e., “Tell me in 35 

one word what is happening in the picture”), but that they should not try to covertly name or 36 

give a spoken response to the video clips. Verbal and written instructions were provided, and 37 

six practice trials (that did not contain experimental items) were performed to ensure 38 

adequate comprehension of the task. No participant showed difficulties in comprehending 39 

task instructions and they were all able to perform the experiment. The order of presentation 40 

was randomized across participants. In each session (a minimum of a day apart), participants 41 

named each target picture only once, but by the end of all sessions, participants had named all 42 

the action pictures in all three conditions. Participants performed the whole experiment twice, 43 

separated by at least a month. 44 

Vocal responses were saved as digital audio files and analysed offline for accuracy and 45 

reaction time with Audacity® software 2.1.1 (available at http://www.audacityteam.org/).  46 

 47 

2.3.3 Data Scoring 48 

Completed responses within 5 seconds were scored, subsequent responses outside 5 seconds 49 

were excluded (whether correct or incorrect). For accuracy, due to the severity of the verb 50 

retrieval impairment of most participants, a loose scoring criterion was used2.  A response 51 

was considered as correct if a participant produced:   52 

• the target verb with no phonological error; 53 

• an acceptable alternative (e.g., ‘shouting’ for yelling; but scored as incorrect if it was 54 

the production of a superordinate or less specific verb – e.g., ‘tidying’ for raking);  55 

• the target verb with a phonological error (i.e., sharing at least 50% of phonemes with 56 

the stem of the target verb - e.g., /si:pɪŋ/ for sleeping);  57 

• a self-corrected response; 58 

 
2 For one participant (REA) a strict criterion was used and only the production of the target verb was accepted 
as correct. This participant presented with a mild naming impairment and was at ceiling when analysed with a 
loose criterion. 
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• a verb phrase with the target verb as the main verb (e.g., ‘blowing a candle’ for 59 

blowing); 60 

• a word that was ambiguous in word class that comprised the stem of the target verb 61 

(e.g., ‘hammer’ for hammering).  62 

To examine reliability of response accuracy coding (that is, if a response was considered 63 

correct or incorrect), a speech and language therapist, blind to the experiment aim, also 64 

independently transcribed and scored  20% of participants’ responses in the experimental 65 

task per session, for both the first and second exposure to the items. For participant GOE, 66 

who had marked apraxia of speech, all responses to the first exposure were transcribed 67 

and scored by the second examiner and 20% of randomly chosen responses per session in 68 

the second exposure. The average interrater agreement was 98.8% for the first exposure 69 

to the items (JOG, MAS, RYT, REA, STR, SJS, JOT: 100% interrater agreement; DEH: 70 

98%; GOE: 92%; ALM: 98%) and 98.4% for the second exposure to the items (STR, 71 

JOT: 100%; JOG, MAS, RYT, SJS, DEH, ALM, GOE: 98%). 72 

 73 

2.3.4 Analysis3 74 

2.3.4.1 Accuracy  75 

Analyses were performed at both the level of the group and of single participants.  76 

Group accuracy data was analysed by computing a generalized linear mixed-effects model for 77 

binomial data (Baayen, Davidson & Bates, 2008) using the lme4 package (Bates, Mäechler, 78 

Bolker & Walker, 2015) in R. The dependent variable was accuracy in action naming. 79 

Condition (congruent, unrelated, baseline) was introduced as a fixed effect. Two other factors 80 

were also included in the model to account for any possible influence of these variables: 81 

Session (session 1, session 2, session 3) as each target appeared in each condition across three 82 

sessions, and Time (time 1, time 2) as participants completed the whole experiment twice4. 83 

Since the main effects of Session or Time on accuracy were not of interest, we used contrast 84 

 
3 The conditions of our ethics approval do not permit public archiving of anonymised study data. Readers 
seeking access to the raw patient data should contact the lead author Ana Murteira or the local ethics 
committee at the Faculty of Human Sciences, Macquarie University. Access will be granted to named 
individuals in accordance with ethical procedures governing the reuse of sensitive data. Specifically, requestors 
must complete a formal data sharing agreement before obtaining the data. However, an excel file with data 
results that supports the findings of this study are available in OSF at https://osf.io/7uj63/ 
4 For one participant (REA), data included only Time 1 observations, as it was not possible to collect Time 2 
data.   
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coding (sum contrast) to centre the effects of these variables at the grand mean (i.e., the mean 85 

of the two group’s means) at the intercept.  86 

The model’s random effects structure was determined by using stepwise model comparison 87 

and a Principal Components Analysis, which aimed to identify the random effects structure 88 

justified by the data (Bates, Kliegl, Vasishth & Baayen, 2018; Matuschek, Kliegl, Vasishth, 89 

Baayen & Bates, 2017). First, we fitted a maximal model, including random intercepts by-90 

participant and items, by-participant random slopes for Condition, Time and Session and by-91 

items random slopes for Condition. Then, we sequentially reduced the complexity of the 92 

model. Model comparison resulted in a model that included, as a random effects structure, 93 

by-participant and by-item intercepts and by-participant slopes for Session.  94 

Significance of fixed effects was obtained using likelihood ratio tests (χ2) of model 95 

comparison, comparing the full model that included the fixed effect under investigation, 96 

against a model without that effect, while keeping the remaining model structure constant 97 

(Pinheiro & Bates, 2000). If a main effect of Condition was found, follow-up contrasts (with 98 

Tukey correction) were performed, using the R multcomp package. 99 

At the single-case level, for each participant, we calculated the number of correct responses 100 

for each target item in each condition totalled across both exposures (i.e., a score of 0, 1 or 2) 101 

and analysed the effect of Condition using Friedman’s ANOVA.  102 

 103 

2.3.4.2 Response latency 104 

Group response latency analysis included only the items that participants correctly produced 105 

(as defined by the scoring criteria, see methods) across the three conditions, at Time 1 or 106 

Time 2. Hence, 66% of total of correct responses were analysed5. The statistical model 107 

included 8 of the 10 participants, because for two participants the number of target words 108 

produced correctly across conditions was very small (DEH: n=3 correct items at Time 1 and 109 

n=4 at Time 2; JOT: n=3 at both Time 1 and Time 2).  110 

A Box-Cox power transformation (Box & Cox, 1964; Osborne, 2010), computed with the 111 

package MASS in R (Venables & Ripley, 2002) was used to determine the adequate 112 

 
5 Response latency analysis was also computed including all items correctly named in a given condition even if 
they were not named correctly in other conditions, while accounting for variation between participants in the 
change in overall response latency at the different time points. The same results were observed as for the 
analysis presented in the results section.  
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approximation to a normal distribution. The Box-Cox test indicated that l= -0.5 (i.e., 113 

reciprocal square-root transformation) provided the most appropriate data transformation. 114 

Please note that, in the case of a reciprocal transformation such as the one used, the order of 115 

the values gets reverse with the smallest value representing the largest and vice-versa.  116 

Response latency was analysed by computing a linear mixed-effects model (Baayen et al., 117 

2008), which included the transformed response latency in action naming as the dependent 118 

variable and the fixed effect of Condition (congruent, unrelated, baseline). Once again, Time 119 

(time1, time2) and Session (session 1, session 2, session 3) were included as factors into the 120 

model (and sum contrasting centred these variables at the grand mean). Significance of fixed 121 

effects and random effects structure selection was performed following the same procedure as 122 

described for naming accuracy. The model random effects structure justified by the data 123 

included by-participant and by-items random intercepts and by-participant random slopes for 124 

Time and Session.  125 

At the single-case level, response latency analysis included only the items that were correctly 126 

produced across the three conditions within one Time. For items participants named correctly 127 

at both Times, response latency in each condition was averaged. Effects of Condition were 128 

analysed with Friedman’s ANOVA.  129 

 130 

3. Results 131 

3.1. Group and individual results  132 

Table 5 displays the mean naming latencies and mean percentage of correct responses by 133 

naming conditions and exposure time. 134 

3.1.1. Priming effects on Accuracy  135 

Group analysis 136 

Figure 1 displays the mean percentage of correct responses in each priming condition, 137 

averaged over Time. A summary of the model parameter estimates is reported in Appendix C, 138 

Table C.1. Analysis of accuracy showed a main effect of Condition (χ2(2) =6.8, p=.033). 139 

Planned pairwise comparisons (with Tukey correction) demonstrated that responses were 140 

more accurate in the congruent condition as compared to the unrelated condition (β= 0.22, 141 

SE= 0.09, z= 2.3, p=.049), but not compared to the baseline condition (β= 0.01, SE= 0.09, 142 
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z=0.16, p=.987). There was also no significant difference between the response accuracy of 143 

the unrelated and baseline conditions (β=-0.20, SE= 0.09, z=-2.2, p=.073). 144 

 145 

Table 5. Mean naming latencies (ms) and accuracy (%) for each condition in each Time of 146 
exposure 147 

  Naming latency 
(ms) 

Accuracy 
(% correct) 

Time Condition Mean SD 95% CI Mean SD 95% CI 

    Lower Upper   Lower Upper 

1 Match 1500 424 1145 1853 53.1 23 37 69 

1 Mismatch 1761 376 1446 2075 48.1 27 30 67 

1 Baseline 1674 322 1405 1944 52.0 19 38 66 

2 Match 1420 273 1168 1674 51.7 23 34 70 

2 Mismatch 1662 324 1362 1962 50.9 21 35 67 

2 Baseline 1635 247 1315 1956 50.8 21 34 67 

 148 

These results reflect that, compared to the baseline condition, there was no benefit from 149 

observing the congruent gesture, nor did the observation of the unrelated gesture 150 

(significantly) negatively affect performance (note the larger confidence intervals for the 151 

unrelated condition). Although there was a significant effect of Time of exposure (χ2(2) =9.5, 152 

p=.002), adding the interaction between naming Condition and Time, did not significantly 153 

improve the fit of the model (χ2(2) =5.5, p=.064). As shown in Table 1, in contrast to Time 1, 154 

response accuracy had a (non-significant) tendency to be more similar across naming 155 

conditions at Time 2.  156 
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 157 

Figure 1. Group percentage of correct responses in each priming condition. Error bars = 95% 158 
confidence interval. * p<.05; n.s = not statistically significant, p>.05 159 

Individual analysis 160 

Figure 2 displays the percentage of correct responses for each participant in each naming 161 

condition, averaged over Time. 162 

 163 

 164 

Figure 2. Mean percentage of correct action naming responses for each participant in each 165 
priming condition across Time 1 and Time 2 (for REA only Time 1). Error bars = standard 166 
deviation. ** Difference between conditions was significant at p<.01 167 

 168 
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There was a statistically significant difference in accuracy depending on naming condition for 169 

three participants: MAS (χ2(2) = 12.02, p=.002), GOE (χ2(2) = 15.06, p=.001) and REA6 170 

(χ2(2)=7.91, p=.019). Planned pairwise comparisons (Wilcoxon’s signed rank test) were 171 

conducted to determine which conditions differed.  172 

MAS named significantly more items correctly in the congruent condition as compared to the 173 

unrelated condition (p=.001, two-tailed), and approaching significantly more correct when 174 

compared to the baseline condition (p=.053, two-tailed). The differences between unrelated 175 

and baseline conditions were further from significance (p=.089, two-tailed).  176 

For GOE, the observation of an unrelated gesture had a negative effect in naming accuracy, 177 

with significant differences between the unrelated condition and the congruent (p=.011, two-178 

tailed) and baseline (p=.001 two-tailed) conditions. However, there were no significant 179 

differences between baseline and congruent conditions (p=.521, two-tailed).  180 

For REA, the observation of any gesture had no benefit relative to the baseline condition, 181 

with naming significantly less accurate in both the congruent (p=.035, two-tailed) and 182 

unrelated conditions (p=.006, two-tailed). No significant differences were found between the 183 

congruent and unrelated conditions (p=1.00, two-tailed).  184 

None of the other participants showed significant differences in naming accuracy between the 185 

conditions (see Appendix C, Table C.2, which presents analysis of the effects of Condition 186 

for each time of exposure separately for each participant). 187 

Despite the apparent individual variability, the inclusion of by-participants random slopes for 188 

Condition in the group mixed-effects model did not improve the statistical fit of the model, 189 

indicating that was no evidence to support differences in the effects of Condition across the 190 

participants (χ2(9)=5.74, p=.766; AICwith slope=4436, AICwithout slope=4424).   191 

 192 

3.1.2. Priming effects on Response Latency 193 

Group Analysis 194 

There was a main effect of Condition (χ2(2) =72.8, p<.001) on response latency. Planned 195 

pairwise comparisons (with Tukey correction) showed that responses were faster in the 196 

 
6 For REA, the results were analysed with Cochran’s Q test as data included only Time 1 observations (i.e., a 
score of 0 or 1) 
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congruent condition as compared to baseline (β= .002, SE= .0003, t= 7.36, p<.001) and 197 

unrelated conditions β= .002, SE= .0003, t= 7.66, p<.001). Crucially, there was no significant 198 

difference in response latencies between unrelated and baseline conditions (β= -.0001, SE= 199 

.0003, t= - 0.29, p=.95). Although there was a significant effect of Time of exposure (χ2(1) 200 

=4.6, p=.03; see Appendix C, Table C.3), adding the interaction between naming condition 201 

and Time, did not significantly improve the fit of the model (χ2(2) =3.31, p=.2). Figure 3 202 

displays the group mean response latency (in ms) in each naming condition, averaged over 203 

Time (see Table 1, earlier, for the mean response latency grouped by Time) and a summary 204 

of the model parameter estimates can be found in Appendix C, Table C.3. 205 

 206 

Figure 3. Group action naming response latency in each priming condition. Error bars = 95% 207 
confidence interval. ***p<.001; n.s = not statistically significant, p>.05. 208 

 209 

Individual Analyses  210 

Figure 4 displays the response latency for each participant in each naming condition, 211 

averaged over Time (response latency for each individual in each condition and at each Time 212 

point is presented in Appendix C, Table C.4).  213 

A significant difference between conditions was found for five out of the eight participants 214 

for whom response latency analysis was possible: JOG (χ2(2) = 7.79, p=.020), MAS (χ2(2) = 215 

9.86, p=.007), REA (χ2(2) = 18.04, p<.001), RYT (χ2(2) = 9.45, p=.009) and SJS (χ2(2) = 216 

25.8, p<.001)). Of these, four participants (RYT, MAS, REA and SJS)  followed the same 217 

pattern as the group, with faster action naming in the congruent gesture condition as 218 
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compared to baseline (Wilcoxon’s signed rank test, two-tailed, RYT: z=2.95, p=.003; MAS: 219 

z=2.48, p=.013; REA: z=3.69, p<.001; SJS: z=3.81, p<.001), but no significant differences 220 

between baseline and unrelated conditions (RYT: z=1.15, p=.250; MAS: z=0.32, p=.748; 221 

REA: z=0.40, p=.689; SJS: z=1.30, p=.195). The congruent condition was also significantly 222 

faster than the unrelated condition for REA (z=3.61, p<.001), SJS (2.84, p=.005) and MAS 223 

(z=2.21, p=.027) and approaching significance for RYT (z=1.79, p=.073).  224 

JOG, the remaining participant to show a significant effect, showed significantly faster 225 

naming in the congruent condition, but only compared to the unrelated condition (z=2.81, 226 

p=.005 two-tailed) and not the baseline condition (z=0.33, p=.744). No significant differences 227 

were found between the unrelated and baseline conditions for JOG (z=1.65, p=.098).  228 

No significant difference between conditions was found for participants ALM, GOE and 229 

STR. However, of all the participants for whom response latency analysis was conducted, 230 

ALM and GOE were those with the lowest accuracy scores across conditions/time and also 231 

had the largest confidence intervals (ALM: congruent: M=1501, SD=777, 95% CI [1194, 232 

1808]; baseline: M= 1822, SD= 927, 95% CI [1455, 2189]; unrelated: M= 1921, SD= 909, 233 

95% CI [1562, 2281]; GOE - congruent: M=1851, SD=933, 95% CI [1371, 2331]; baseline: 234 

M= 1565, SD= 546, 95% CI [1284, 1845]; unrelated: M= 1999, SD= 846, 95% CI [1564, 235 

2434]), hence showing large variability of the results.  236 

Again, despite individual differences, the inclusion of by-participants random slopes for 237 

condition did not improved the fit of the group mixed-effects model, providing no support for 238 

different patterns across participants (χ2(11)=8.99, p=.62; AICwith slope= -9965, AICwithout slope= 239 

-9978).  240 

 241 

 242 
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 243 

Figure 4. Response latency for each participant in each priming condition over Time. Error 244 
bars = 95% confidence interval; n= number of items that were correctly named across 245 
conditions and entered the analysis. Difference between conditions were significant at 246 
*p<.05; **p<.01; ***p<.001 247 

 248 

In sum, the results of the accuracy and response latency analyses suggest a facilitative effect 249 

of observation of congruent gestures on subsequent action picture naming for this group of 250 

people with aphasia. The effects were strongest for response latency, but accuracy showed 251 

broadly similar, albeit weaker, effects. Despite the results for the group overall, and while 252 

there was no statistical evidence for different patterns across the individuals, there appeared 253 

to be some variability in the strength of the response across participants. Consequently, in the 254 

next section, we investigate whether the nature of the language impairment and gesture 255 

comprehension ability influenced the individual response to gesture observation. 256 

 257 

3.2. Predictors of improvement related to naming ability, nature of naming and gesture input 258 

impairments of individual participants 259 

As described in the Method, the mean z-scores of relevant assessment tasks were used to 260 

provide an index of i) action naming abilities, ii) degree of semantic impairment, iii) degree 261 

of phonological impairment and iv) gesture comprehension abilities. We used these measures 262 

to investigate whether the nature of the language impairment (action naming, semantic and 263 

phonological impairment) and/or gesture comprehension ability influenced the difference in 264 

response latency between congruent and baseline conditions for each item in each participant. 265 

Table 6 shows participants divided into subgroups according to median splits of their 266 

semantic and phonological z-scores. This illustrates that there was no obvious relationship 267 
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between any of our four predictor variables (i.e., action naming, semantic, phonological or, 268 

gesture input abilities) and the results of the priming experiment. Linear mixed effects 269 

modelling was used to confirm whether there was a significant relationship between 270 

performance on the priming experiment (i.e., on the size of the priming effect) and our 271 

predictor variables. 272 

Due to the high intercorrelations/collinearity found between some of the predictor variables 273 

(see Table D.1, Appendix D), we used linear mixed effects models that included the size of 274 

the priming effect (i.e., baseline RT minus congruent RT, per person, per item and per time) 275 

as dependent variable and only the variable of interest (plus Time). Random effects, in all 276 

models, included by-participant and by-items random intercepts and by-items random slope 277 

for Time. In all models, the significance of the predictor variables was obtained by 278 

Likelihood-ratio tests (χ2) of model comparison. 279 

There was no significant effect of any of the variables on the size of the priming effect. 280 

Hence, target words showing larger priming effects were not associated with the participants’ 281 

naming ability, the nature of language impairment or gesture comprehension abilities.282 
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Table 6. Individual z-scores in background measures of semantic and phonological deficits, gesture comprehension and action naming and 
patterns of response on the facilitation experiment. 

Language 

impairment 

PWA Mean z-score Gesture 

input  

(z-score) 

Action 

naming 

(z-score) 

Experimental task 

RESPONSE LATENCY 

Experimental task  

ACCURACY 

  Sem Phon Sym+Pant  Effect of 

Condition? 

cong vs 

neu? 

cong vs 

unr? 

neu vs  

unr? 

Effect of 

Condition? 

cong vs 

neu? 

 cong vs 

unr? 

neu vs 

unr? 

Semantic:  

↘ Semantics         

↗ Phonology  

             

JOT -0.483 0.753 -0.47 -0.67 n.a    NO    

MAS -0.080 0.188 0.28 0.20 YES >> >> = YES > >> = 

Phonological:  

↘ Phonology        

↗ Semantics  

GOE 0.191 -0.802 -1.06 -1.29 NO    YES = >> >> 

JOG 0.596 -0.054 -0.24 0.29 YES = >> = NO    

RYT 0.106 -0.280 0.14 0.81 YES >> > = NO    

Mixed: 

↘ Semantics         

↘ Phonology   

ALM -0.035 -0.359 -0.15 -0.15 NO    NO    

SJS -1.362 -0.620 -0.38 -0.24 YES >> >> = NO    

DEH -0.226 -0.307 0.20 -1.46 n.a    NO    

Mild:   

↗ Semantics         

↗ Phonology 

            

STR 0.534 0.737 0.98 0.64 NO    NO    

REA 0.761 0.745 0.71 1.86 YES >> >> = YES << = >> 

PWA = people with aphasia; Sem = semantic ; Phon = phonology; cong = congruent condition; neu = baseline condition; unr = unrelated condition ; sym = 
symbolic (intransitive) gestures ; pant = pantomimes; n.a = not applicable as participants were not included in the statistical analysis 

"#$ = more of an impairment in; %&' = less of an impairment in; >> significant difference such that first named condition is faster/more accurate) ; << 
significant difference such that first named condition is slower/less accurate;  > = approaching significance ; = non-significant differences  
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Table 7 summarises the model comparison results (with Likelihood-ratio tests) for each of the 1 

predictor variables7. Nevertheless, it is important to note that conclusions are limited given 2 

the small sample of people with aphasia in the study.  3 

 4 

Table 7. Effect of each predictor variable on the size of the priming: summary of the 5 
Likelihood-ratio test of model comparison. 6 

Size of the Priming effect and… AIC χ2 p 
Naming ability (nam)    
1 priming~nam+Time + (random) 8507   
2 priming~Time + (random) 8506 0.93 .33 
Degree of semantic impairment (sem)    
1 priming~sem+Time + (random) 8508   
2 priming~ Time +(random) 8506 0.22 .636 
Degree of phonological impairment (phon)    
1 priming~phon +Time + (random) 8508   
2 priming~ Time + (random) 8506 0.01 .932 
Gesture input abilities    
1 priming~gest+Time+(random) 8508   
2 priming~Time+(random)  8506 0.16 .691 

 7 

 8 

3.3. Predictors of improvement (in response latency) related to the properties of the target 9 

verbs 10 

The analyses reported in this section aimed to assess the extent to which the size of the effect 11 

from congruent primes (relative to baseline) was influenced by a theoretically-motivated 12 

selection of psycholinguistic properties of the target verbs, known to influence picture 13 

naming in people with aphasia, namely word frequency (nouns – e.g., Kittredge, Dell, 14 

Verkuilen, & Schwartz, 2008, but see Nickels & Howard, 1995; verbs – e.g., Bastiaanse, 15 

Wieling & Wolthuis, 2016; Kemmerer & Tranel, 2000;), age-of-acquisition (nouns – e.g., 16 

Hirsh & Hills, 1994; Kittredge et al.., 2008; Laganaro, di Pietro, & Schnider, 2006, Nickels & 17 

Howard, 1995; verbs – Bastiaanse et al., 2016) and word length (nouns – e.g., Ellis, Miller, & 18 

Sin, 1983; Best, 1995; Nickels & Howard, 1995).   19 

 
7 Analyses were also computed with linear mixed effects models that included the predictor of interest with 
the other non-correlated variables (e.g., testing effects of overall naming ability including semantic impairment 
in the model). Similar results were observed as for the analysis presented.  
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First, to reduce multicollinearity between the predictors included in the model: (1) continuous 20 

variables of interest (AoA, Lemma Frequency, Word Length and Imageability) were mean 21 

centred and standardized, and categorical variables of interest (Transitivity and 22 

Instrumentality) were dummy coded (i.e., a value of 1 was given to Transitive/Instrumental 23 

verbs and a value of 0 was given for Intransitive/Non-Instrumental verbs). Inspection of the 24 

correlations between the predictors (see Appendix D.2) revealed no significant 25 

multicollinearity. Consequently, we fitted a linear mixed effects model that included the size 26 

of the priming effect (i.e., baseline RT minus congruent RT, per person, per item and per 27 

time) as a dependent variable and fixed effects of all of the predictor variables (plus Time). 28 

Random effects included by-participant and by-items random intercepts.  29 

A summary of the model parameter estimates is provided in Table 8.  30 

 31 

Table 8. Summary of the linear mixed-effects model estimates (simple effects of each item-32 
related predictor variable against the intercept). 33 

Model equation: RTPriming ~ Transitivity + AoA + Length + Instrumentality +    
LemmaFrequency + Time + (1| Participant) + (1| Item)  
Fixed effects β SE β t-value p-valuea VIF 
(Intercept) 304.2 73.75 4.13   
Transitivity 16.4 96.40 0.17 .866 1.14 
AoA 61.5 55.15 1.14 .269 1.49 
Length -63.6 51.85 -1.23 .224 1.07 
Instrumentality -132.9 109.26 -1.22 .227 1.46 
LemmaFrequency 110.9 56.37 1.97 .052 1.52 
Time (covariate) -45.1 41.52 -1.09 .278 1.00 
Random effects Variance SD    
Items (intercept) 14193 119.1    
Participants (intercept) 0 0    
Residual 874207 935    
asignificance of the estimates as estimated by using the Satterthwaite approximations of degrees of 34 
freedom in the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoff & Christensen, 2017); significant estimates 35 
are highlighted in bold; VIF: variance inflation factor 36 

 37 

Only word (lemma) frequency predicted (albeit only marginally significantly) the size of the 38 

priming effect: Items with higher lemma frequency were associated with greater priming 39 

(β=111, SE=47.52, t=1.97). While the Variance Inflation Factors did not indicate problematic 40 

levels of collinearity, nevertheless, in our set of items, word (lemma) frequency shared a 41 

significant proportion of variance with Age of Acquisition and with instrumentality (see 42 
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Table D.2, Appendix D). Hence, supplementary analyses were computed to investigate the 43 

significance of each predictor variable on the size of the priming effect individually (using 44 

Likelihood-ratio tests (χ2) of model comparison): Only frequency significantly improved the 45 

model’s prediction of the priming effect (see Table D.3, Appendix D).  Moreover, word 46 

(lemma) frequency still predicted the size of the priming effect even when AoA and 47 

instrumentality were included in the statistical model (χ2(2)=4.86, p=.028), but these two 48 

latter variables did not significantly predict the effects when word frequency was not 49 

included in the statistical model (χ2(3)=1.70, p=.428).    50 

 51 

3.4. Predictors of improvement (in response latency performance) related to gesture primes 52 

In a previous paper with speakers without brain damage (Murteira et al., 2019), we found 53 

greater priming effects on action-verbs which had matching gestures that were more 54 

transparent (that is, gestures that were named more accurately in a norming study). Here, we 55 

investigated whether the same effects were present in the responses of our sample of people 56 

with aphasia.  57 

To analyse the effect of gesture name agreement on the size of the priming effect, we used a 58 

linear mixed effect model including the size of the priming effect (baseline RT minus 59 

congruent RT, per person, per item and per time) as the dependent variable and Gesture 60 

Name Agreement as a fixed effect, plus Time. Random effects included by-participant and 61 

by-items random intercepts and a by-items random slope for Time.  62 

Including Gesture Name Agreement did not improve the fit of the model in predicting the 63 

size of the priming effect (χ2(1) =1.64, p=.201; see Table 9 for a summary of the model 64 

parameter estimates). Hence, verbs that showed larger priming effects from congruent gesture 65 

primes did not have matching gestures which, in a norming study, had been named more 66 

accurately (see Murteira et al., 2019) relative to verbs showing less priming.   67 

 68 

 69 

 70 
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Table 9. Summary of the linear mixed-effects model estimates (simple effects of Gesture name 71 
agreement against the intercept). 72 

Model equation: RTPriming ~ GNA + Time + (1| Participant) + (1| Item) 
Fixed effects β SE β t-value p-valuea 
(Intercept) 134.1 107.9 1.25 .216 
GNA 194.2 150.4 1.29 .200 
Time (covariate) -43.5 44.6 -0.97 .333 
Random effects Variance SD   
Items (intercept) 28723 170   

Time 17154 131   
Participants (intercept) 0 0   
Residual 856638 926   
asignificance of the estimates as estimated by using the Satterthwaite approximations of 
degrees of freedom in the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova et al.., 2017); GNA = gesture 
name agreement 

 73 

4. Discussion 74 

The goal of this study was to determine to what extent gesture observation can facilitate verb 75 

retrieval during action picture naming in people with aphasia. Action naming performance 76 

(accuracy and response latency) was compared following observation of congruent gestures, 77 

unrelated gestures or no gestures. The results were examined as a group and individually. In 78 

addition, potential mechanisms underlying the effects of gesture observation on later action 79 

naming in aphasia were explored.   80 

The observation of congruent, same-meaning, gestures positively affected response latency of 81 

the group and of five (of the eight) participants (MAS, REA, RYT, SJS and JOG). Faster 82 

naming of the target action pictures was observed when preceded by congruent gestures as 83 

compared to unrelated gestures or when no gesture was provided (for JOG, there was no 84 

significant difference between these two last conditions). Similar, albeit weaker, effects were 85 

found for accuracy. Both the group and one participant, MAS, showed improved accuracy 86 

when action naming was preceded by congruent gestures, but only when compared to the 87 

unrelated gesture condition. No significant differences were found between naming following 88 

congruent gestures and when no gesture was provided (although MAS’ results approached 89 

significance) nor between naming in the unrelated and no gesture conditions. Overall, the 90 

findings at the group level are consistent with the gesture facilitation of verb production that 91 

was found for individuals without language impairment (Murteira et al., 2019).  92 
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Our study differs from previous investigations on the use gesture as a facilitator of word 93 

retrieval in people with aphasia in two ways: first, contrary to most (treatment) studies (e.g., 94 

Boo & Rose, 2011; Rodriguez et al., 2006, Rose & Sussmilch, 2008), no verbal cues were 95 

given. Therefore, we can be certain that any facilitatory effect on verb retrieval was driven by 96 

exposure to the gestures; second, gesture production was not required. The theoretical 97 

proposal that overtly produced gestures may facilitate speech production8 (Krauss et al., 98 

2000), motivated (highly relevant) research exploring the potential benefit of gesture 99 

production for facilitation of lexical access in people with aphasia (e.g., Rose & Douglas, 100 

2001, see Rose et al., 2013 for a review). However, the outcome of this research is highly 101 

variable. As we noted in the introduction, one possible explanation for this variability is that 102 

several factors affect gesture production in aphasia, such as semantic processing or presence 103 

of limb apraxia (van Nispen et al., 2016).   104 

Despite the positive effects at the group level, it is clear from the individual results that not all 105 

participants with aphasia benefited to the same extent from gesture cueing. While the 106 

statistical model was not significantly improved when a slope for priming condition per 107 

participant was included, and hence we have no statistical evidence for differing patterns of 108 

response across participants, we cannot exclude the possibility that a lack of statistical power 109 

may have led to the model being unable to capture differences in performance. Not only do 110 

we have a small sample size, as is not uncommon in aphasia research, but also, for some 111 

individuals, the number of items correctly named across conditions was low.  112 

Anomia in people with aphasia can be caused by breakdown at different levels of the naming 113 

process (e.g., impaired semantic processing or access to phonological word representations, 114 

e.g., Howard & Gatehouse, 2006). Facilitation of word retrieval would be expected “only at 115 

the point in the naming process where people are operating with inadequate information” 116 

(Howard, Patterson, Franklin, Orchard-Lisle & Morton, 1985, p.74; see also Howard, Hickin, 117 

Redmond, Clark & Best, 2006). Therefore, it seems reasonable to predict that participants 118 

will not all respond the same to gesture primes. In our study, the variability in the extent to 119 

which individuals responded to gesture observation priming suggests exactly that. In the 120 

remainder of the discussion, we turn to the potential mechanisms underlying the effects of 121 

gesture observation on action picture naming in aphasia.  122 

 
8 It is important to note that Krauss and colleagues’ model was only intended to account for gestures that 
naturally occur with speech (i.e., co-speech gestures) and does not make any assumptions about the 
pantomime-like gestures commonly used in treatment studies and in the current study.  
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4.1. Potential mechanisms underlying the effects of gesture observation on action picture 123 

naming in people with aphasia 124 

Drawing on the theoretical accounts in the gesture (de Ruiter, 2000; Krauss et al., 2000; Rothi 125 

et al., 1997) and speech production literature (e.g., Levelt, Roelofs & Meyer, 1999; McRae, 126 

De Sa, & Seidenberg, 1997; Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992, 1994), we (Murteira et al., 2019) 127 

tentatively proposed that in speakers without language impairment, gesture observation could 128 

facilitate action naming at a conceptual-semantic level (due to overlap in activated semantic 129 

features between the gesture and the depiction of the same action) or due to priming of the 130 

lexical representation of the target verb.  131 

In the present study, we were not able to identify any predictors of priming from congruent 132 

gestures: overall naming ability, nature of the language impairment, gesture comprehension 133 

ability did not significantly predict the priming effect. Likewise, and contrary to our findings 134 

with unimpaired speakers (Murteira et al., 2019), a gesture-related predictor, gesture 135 

transparency, did not significantly affect priming. Again, it is important to reiterate that we 136 

should be cautious not to overinterpret the results, given our relatively low power. In 137 

addition, it is also important to note that the gesture z-score used in the analysis was a 138 

composite measure that included both discrimination and comprehension of intransitive 139 

gestures and pantomimes and perhaps this relatively gross measure obscured more specific 140 

effects of gesture comprehension abilities. However, the lack of clear participant-related 141 

predictors was supported by looking in detail at the individual results: the participants who 142 

benefited from congruent gesture observation (in terms of shorter response latency) had a 143 

variety of different language and gesture input impairments. Nevertheless, there is benefit 144 

from further discussion of the different individual patterns found across the participants.    145 

First, we focus on gesture processing. According to cognitive models of gesture (pantomime) 146 

processing (Cubelli et al., 2000; Rothi et al., 1997), gesture and language interact at the 147 

conceptual-semantic level, which includes the action semantic subsystem, where the meaning 148 

of familiar gestures is retrieved (Cubelli et al., 2000; Raymer & Ochipa, 1997; Rothi et al., 149 

1997). Assuming the same underlying semantic representation for the meaning of gestures 150 

and meaning of actions, gesture observation might provide a constraining context: Activation 151 

of the semantic features of the gesture might be hypothesised to help extract salient features 152 

of an action or direct the speaker’s perspective to assist interpretation of the depiction of the 153 

action (Conroy et al., 2006; Marshall, 2006). This might then predict that participants with 154 
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spared conceptual knowledge of gestures and of actions would benefit from gesture 155 

observation. Indeed three of the four participants who showed significant benefits from 156 

gesture cueing on reaction times (RYT, SJS, REA) presented with spared gesture 157 

(pantomime) comprehension skills and (except for SJS) intact action semantic knowledge. 158 

SJS demonstrated impaired gesture discrimination skills but his gesture input problems 159 

seemed to arise from deficits in, or in the access to, the action input lexicon rather than 160 

gesture semantics, as he showed spared gesture comprehension. However, MAS, the only 161 

participant benefiting from gesture priming both for accuracy and speed of response, 162 

presented with non-verbal conceptual semantic deficits for objects and action knowledge, as 163 

well as impaired pantomime recognition/comprehension (but not symbolic gesture 164 

recognition/comprehension). Arguably, MAS’ difficulties with pantomime comprehension 165 

could be related to deficits in the action input lexicon, rather than to gesture semantics 166 

because pantomime discrimination was also impaired. Like MAS, SJS also presented with 167 

semantic processing deficits. Cases of dissociation between pantomime 168 

recognition/comprehension and conceptual-semantic deficits have been reported in the 169 

literature (e.g., Cubelli et al., 2000; Halsband et al., 2001; Power, 2006; Murteira & Nickels, 170 

2018), which argues for (at least partial) independence between gesture semantics and 171 

comprehension of action concepts. Moreover, while some early studies, exploring the 172 

relationship between gestural and language abilities in people with aphasia, found strong 173 

links between gesture comprehension and word comprehension (e.g., Duffy & Duffy, 1981; 174 

Gainotti & Lemmo, 1976; Wang & Goodglass, 1992), other studies found that gesture 175 

comprehension deficits in aphasia were independent from spoken language deficits (e.g., 176 

Bell. 1994; Varney, 1978). In this case, even for MAS and SJS, the two participants with 177 

semantic processing impairments, gesture observation might have provided additional 178 

conceptual activation that in turn strengthened access to the lexical representation (lemma) of 179 

the verb. MAS and SJS’ gains in performance contrast with those of ALM, another 180 

participant with semantic processing deficits, but who did not benefit from gesture cueing. 181 

However, for ALM, in addition to impairments of conceptual action knowledge, gesture 182 

semantics was most likely also impaired as he performed poorly in the pantomime 183 

comprehension task, despite spared pantomime discrimination. Based on the individual 184 

patterns of these participants we suggest that a spared access to gesture semantics in 185 

particular may contribute to the beneficial use of gesture observation in later naming.  186 
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Turning to the role of the nature of the language impairment, research involving gesture-187 

based treatments (that also included a verbal component) suggests that people with 188 

phonological-level impairments respond better to gesture production cueing of naming. 189 

Although many studies do not describe their participants’ exact underlying impairment, it is 190 

reasonable to assume that most participants had problems retrieving phonological forms (e.g., 191 

Rodriguez et al., 2006; Rose & Douglas, 2001; Boo & Rose, 2011). In our study, the nature 192 

of the language impairment did not significantly predict priming effects, that is, the degree of 193 

semantic and/or phonological encoding impairment was not associated with an increase (or 194 

decrease) in the speed of response following observation of congruent gestures. From the 195 

analysis of individual patterns we found that some participants with (conceptual and/or 196 

lexical) semantic deficits (MAS, SJS), and other participants with post-semantic deficits 197 

(most likely in retrieving stored phonological word forms; RYT, REA) benefited from 198 

gesture cueing (at least for response latency). For the latter participants (RYT, REA), it is 199 

possible that gesture observation might have increased the accessibility of the phonological 200 

form of the target verb, through strengthening of the connections between semantics and 201 

phonological form, similar to the mechanism proposed for identity priming in people with 202 

aphasia (e.g., Nickels & Best, 1996; Nickels, 2002; Howard et al., 2006) and in individuals 203 

without language impairments (Barry, Johnston & Williams, 2001; Howard, Nickels, 204 

Coltheart, & Cole-Virtue, 2006, Wheeldon & Monsell, 1992). Based on this literature, we 205 

suggest that for these participants with post-semantic impairments (and intact gesture 206 

semantics), observation of gestures most likely activated correct semantic information. When 207 

the to-be-named action picture was displayed, this prior semantic activation by the gesture 208 

may have strengthened the mapping between semantics and phonological word form. 209 

Interactions between gesture processing and phonological access in word production have 210 

been previously suggested but for facilitation of speech by gesture production (for gestures 211 

that are produced at the same time as speaking; Krauss & Hadar, 1999; Rose, Douglas & 212 

Matyas, 2002).  213 

A semantic or post-semantic (but pre-lexical) mechanism for gesture priming is consistent 214 

with no effect of gesture observation on naming being found for STR, as this participant’s 215 

word retrieval difficulties were most likely due to post-lexical deficits (that is, after retrieval 216 

of the phonological word form). Another piece of evidence for a possible (pre) lexical locus 217 

for effects of gesture observation in people with aphasia, is that we found some indication 218 

that word (lemma) frequency may influence the degree of priming: hence more frequent 219 
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verbs may have been associated with greater priming effects. In picture naming with 220 

unimpaired speakers, frequency is one of the many variables that have been suggested to 221 

affect lexical access and these effects have been attributed to lexical selection and/or word 222 

form access (e.g., Alario et al., 2004; Jescheniak & Levelt, 1994; Navarrete, Basagni, Alario, 223 

& Costa, 2006). In people with aphasia, word frequency effects on naming have also been 224 

found, but they do not seem to be as robust (e.g., Butterworth, Howard & McLoughlin, 1984; 225 

Howard, Patterson, Franklin, Morton & Orchard-Lisle, 1984, but see Nickels & Howard, 226 

1995, Nickels, 1997).  227 

To summarise, this was the first study to investigate the extent to which gesture observation 228 

influences action naming in people with aphasia. Beneficial effects for accuracy and response 229 

latency were found at the group level, identical to findings with unimpaired speakers 230 

(Murteira et al., 2019), but there was some variability across participants. Although priming 231 

effects were not significantly predicted by any of the impairment-related variables, an 232 

examination of the individual patterns was informative when attempting to determine which 233 

individuals are most likely to benefit from this type of cross-modality priming. Yet, caution is 234 

necessary, as intricate interactions between language processing, gesture processing and 235 

possibly other cognitive skills are likely to affect performance in individuals with aphasia, but 236 

quite which interactions are important is unclear.  237 

4.2. Strategic naming of the gesture primes 238 

We found robust facilitation of action naming (at the group level and in five participants) 239 

from the semantically-congruent gestures. One question that arises is whether this facilitation 240 

effect might be related to strategic prediction of the word-form of the target verbs, on the 241 

basis of the gesture names, rather due to changes within the language system (i.e., 242 

lexical/semantic priming) by the processing of the gesture. The issue of strategic processing 243 

(e.g., participants noticing the relatedness between items and using this information to predict 244 

upcoming items) in semantic facilitation has received some attention in the literature. While 245 

some argue that semantic facilitation reflects the underlying dynamics of the production 246 

system (due to spreading of activation at the conceptual level), others have attributed 247 

facilitation effects to strategic processes that are task dependent (e.g., Belke, Shao & Meyer, 248 

2017; Roelofs, 2018; Wei & Schnur, 2019). Participants were explicitly told that no covert 249 

naming responses to the gesture videos should be prepared, however, they were very likely 250 

aware that sometimes the gesture primes shared a relationship with the target to be-named 251 
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pictures. While acknowledging that expectation may play a role in primed naming 252 

(Oppenheim, Dell & Schwartz, 2010; Roelofs, 2018; Schnur, Schwartz, Brecher & Hodgson, 253 

2006), we believe that there are several reasons why the results are unlikely to be primarily 254 

due to strategic anticipation/expectation of what the target words might be. 255 

First, the gesture primes were presented as short video clips of 900ms. This is very brief. Was 256 

there enough time to process the gesture and activate a lexical entry (for the gesture) before 257 

the target picture is presented? In fact, our interpretation relies on lexical activation having 258 

occurred: we argued that priming at the lexical level might be one of the mechanism of 259 

facilitation (via automatic cascading of activation from gesture processing). Nevertheless, we 260 

suggest that the time available for encoding and processing of the gesture before the 261 

presentation of the to-be named picture was not sufficient to allow the participants with 262 

aphasia to strategically, covertly name the gestures, given their average response latency to 263 

the action pictures. As a group, the average latency for verb production on the baseline 264 

condition was 1674ms. Individually, all the five participants showing a facilitation effect 265 

were found to have a mean latency for action naming of well over 900ms in the baseline 266 

condition (see Table C.4 in Appendix C for individual response latencies). Moreover, in a 267 

previous norming study (Murteira, 2016; Murteira et al., 2019) we found that while some 268 

pantomimes, for example the climbing gesture, are relatively transparent with high name 269 

agreement, other pantomimes, such as the ironing gesture, have a much lower name 270 

agreement (and there is low consistency in the labels that people use when naming the 271 

gesture, e.g., slice, erase, smooth), and therefore, they seem to be more ambiguous in their 272 

interpretation. These findings are consistent with studies demonstrating that, even though, in 273 

iconic gestures, the form of the gesture resembles the action, specific meanings cannot easily 274 

be disambiguated without context (Osiurak, Jarry, Baltenneck, Boudin & Le Gaill, 2012; van 275 

Nispen, van de Sandt-Koenderman & Krahmer, 2017). Consequently, considering the 276 

complexity of the gesture stimuli and the response latency of the action pictures, it is unlikely 277 

that the participants with aphasia would be able to strategically covertly name all (or many) 278 

of the gestures in the time available. In addition, gesture meaning transparency (i.e., how 279 

direct and transparent the relationship between the form of the gestures and their labels is) did 280 

not modulate the size of the priming effect.  281 

Second, even if anticipation of naming responses during the presentation of the gesture 282 

primes were to be possible for the participants with aphasia, then a difference in naming 283 

latencies between the baseline naming (i.e., neutral) condition and the unrelated gesture 284 
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conditions should be expected. That is,  there should be slowing of responses in the unrelated 285 

condition, in line with evidence that unrelated (lexical) distractors interfere with word 286 

production more than non-lexical distractors, such as a row of Xs (e.g., Hirschfeld, Jansma, 287 

Bölte & Zwitserlood, 2008). Critically, no statistical difference was found at the group level 288 

between the unrelated and the baseline conditions. At the individual level, none of the five 289 

participants who showed a significant facilitation effect presented with a statistically 290 

significant difference between the neutral and unrelated conditions.  291 

Finally, Wei & Schnur (2019) recently demonstrated that priming (i.e., facilitation) effects on 292 

word production were not modulated by conscious awareness of semantic relationships 293 

between targets and primes, nor by expectation. In one analysis, they tested whether the 294 

facilitation effect increased as participants became more aware of the prime-target 295 

relationship over the course of the experiment. They found no evidence for such a change. 296 

Based on Wei & Schnur’s (2019) methodology, we conducted a post-hoc analysis of the our 297 

data, with the aim of investigating whether there were differences in the effects of gesture 298 

priming between the first and the second half of the experiment. The results demonstrated 299 

that Experiment period (i.e., first half – first 36 prime-target pairs depicted; second half – last 300 

36 prime-target pairs depicted) did not influence the effects of gesture on action naming, as 301 

revealed by non-significant interactions between priming condition and experiment period, 302 

χ2(2) = 0.03, p=.99 (the statistical results of the linear mixed-effects model analysis can be 303 

found in Appendix E), which suggests that the facilitation effects of gesture observation on 304 

action naming were not modulated by familiarity with the task.  305 

4.3. Conclusion  306 

So, where this study does leaves us? All things considered, we suggest that gesture-related 307 

information can prime lexical retrieval by acting at both semantic and lexical levels. It is clear 308 

that some individuals with aphasia benefited from gesture observation with improved 309 

performance associated with decreases in response time, while effects on accuracy were less 310 

strong (only one participant demonstrated significantly improved accuracy). Gesture 311 

observation seems most likely to facilitate verb retrieval in those individuals with spared 312 

gesture semantics and (moderate) deficits in lexical-semantic processing or post-semantic 313 

processing. However, it remains to be seen whether the results of this priming study would 314 

translate into to benefits for treatment (Best, Hickin, Herbert, Howard & Osborne, 2000; 315 

Makin, Crofts, Nickels, Taylor & Moses, 2004). 316 
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APPENDIX A  

 

Table A.1. Matching of sets presented in congruent, unrelated and baseline conditions. 

Experiment 
 Set 1 

(n=24) 
Set 2 

(n=24) 
Set 3 

(n=24) 
 Set 1 vs 2  Set 1 vs 3 Set 2 vs 3 

    t-test BF t-test BF t-test BF 
 Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) t df Sig  t df Sig  t df Sig  

Age-of-acquisition 4.77 (1.3) 5.01 (1.2) 5.15 (1.2) -0.66 46 .51 0.34 -1.01 46 .32 0.43 -0.37 46 .71 0.30 
Word lemma freq. (log10) 3.63 (0.8) 3.93 (0.6) 3.45 (0.7) -1.50 46 .14 0.71 0.87 46 .39 0.39 2.51 46 .02 3.44 
Imageability 5.32 (0.8) 5.03 (0.7) 5.11 (0.9) 1.26 39 .22 0.57 0.76 37 .46 0.39 -0.32 38 .75 0.32 
Visual Complexity 4.74 (3.9) 5.65 (5.2) 4.92 (4.8) -0.68 46 .50 0.35 -0.39 46 .89 0.29 0.51 46 .62 0.32 
Nr. of phonemes  3.50 (0.8) 3.50 (1.0) 3.38 (0.9) 0 46 1 0.29 0.49 46 .63 0.32 0.44 46 .67 0.31 

 Count Count Count W Sig BF W Sig BF W Sig BF 
Transitive verbs 16 17 16 276 .77 0.36 288 1 0.40 300 .77 0.36 
Instrumental verbs 9 7 11 312 .27 0.41 264 .57 0.40 240 .61 0.68 
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Table A.2. Target action pictures and unrelated gesture pairs.  

.  

Set Target verb Gesture 
Mismatch 

Set Target verb Gesture 
mismatch  

Set Target verb Gesture 
mismatch  

A Box sew B Blow cry C Bounce eat 
A Brush fish B Break swim C Bowl light 
A Cook wave B Clean run C Chop watch 
A Cut sweat B Climb spread C Clap saw 
A Dive ski B Conduct smoke C Comb vacuum 
A Drink push B Cry erase C Eat shiver 
A Erase brush B Dance cut C Give paint 
A Fish yell B Drive iron C Hammer shoot 
A Hug walk B Open dance C Iron throw 
A Play iron B Peel hammer C Knock pour 
A Pray slide B Pull blow C Light whistle 
A Read dive B Push sleep C Paint conduct 
A Sew sneeze B Row hug C Pour drive 
A Ski pray B Run comb C Rake squeeze 
A Skip hang B Shave play C Salute give 
A Sleep tear B Spread write C Saw wash 
A Slide rake B Swim clap C Scratch knock 
A Squeeze pull B Swing tie C Shiver bowl 
A Sweat open B Throw scratch C Shoot type 
A Vacuum drink B Tie row C Smoke chop 
A Walk read B Type climb C Sneeze zip 
A Whisper cook B Wash break C Tear whisper 
A Write box B Watch salute C Wave swing 
A Yell zip B Zip clean C Whistle Bounce 
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APPENDIX B 

B.1 Summaries of each participant’s language impairment based on the background 

assessment 

 

ALM 

ALM presented with non-fluent, halting speech, with reduced prosody and inaccurate 

articulation. He demonstrated severe word finding difficulties, and most commonly produced 

utterances restricted to single words with no complete sentence except for automatic 

utterances. Auditory and written comprehension of words was impaired, with selection of 

semantic distractors, suggesting impaired lexical-semantic processing. Auditory and written 

sentence comprehension were also impaired, suggesting additional syntactic processing 

deficits. Performance within the normal range on the Pyramids and Palm Trees Test suggests 

an intact conceptual semantics for objects, however performance below normal range in the 

Kissing and Dancing Test could indicate an impairment for action knowledge (e.g., retrieving 

conceptual knowledge of an event from a picture). Picture naming was worse for verbs than 

nouns (Fisher exact, p= .02). ALM’s naming errors were mostly semantic paraphasias and 

object labelling for actions. ALM had difficulties repeating non-words but not words. His 

impaired word comprehension and picture naming in the presence of spared word repetition 

suggests a semantic and post-semantic impairment, most likely in accessing the phonological 

output lexicon (POL) from semantics or of the POL itself.  

 

SJS 

SJS presented with non-fluent speech, with significant difficulties in word retrieval, and most 

commonly produced sentences restricted to single words. SJS was impaired on 

comprehension of auditory and written words, on Pyramids and Palm Trees and on the 

Kissing and Dancing Test, indicating an impairment in semantic processing. Naming was 

impaired for verbs and nouns to a similar extent (Fisher exact p=.18), with predominantly 

semantic errors in object naming and object labelling in action naming. Both word and non-

word repetition were impaired, with production of phonological errors. SJS’s word 

production deficits suggest impaired lexical-semantic processing, as well as possible 

additional deficits of acoustic-phonological conversion.  
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DEH 

DEH presented with non-fluent, halting speech, with reduced prosody and inaccurate 

articulation. There were significant difficulties in word retrieval, and DEH most commonly 

produced utterances restricted to single words and occasional stereotypical utterances. DEH’s 

performance was within the normal range for auditory comprehension of words and 

sentences, indicating unimpaired auditory lexical processing, but mild difficulties with 

written word comprehension. Written sentence comprehension was also impaired, suggesting 

additional syntactic processing deficits. Performance within the normal range on  the 

Pyramids and Palm Trees Test suggested intact conceptual semantics for objects, however 

performance below the normal range on the Kissing and Dancing Test could indicate an 

impairment for action knowledge (e.g., retrieving conceptual knowledge of an event from a 

picture). DEH presented with marked word finding difficulties to a similar extent in action 

and object naming (Fisher exact p=.27), characterized mostly by omissions. DEH was able to 

successfully repeat words, but not complex words or non-words. DEH’s performance 

suggests a severe lexical access impairment, as well as possible additional deficits in the 

phonological output buffer.  

 

JOT  

JOT presented with non-fluent, halting speech. She demonstrated severe word finding 

difficulties, most commonly produced utterances restricted to single words and occasional 

simple sentences. Performance was below controls on comprehension of auditory and written 

words and Pyramids and Palm Trees, indicating an impairment in semantic processing. Poor 

performance on auditory and written sentence comprehension suggested additional deficits in 

syntactic processing. JOT presented with marked word finding difficulties in both action and 

object naming to a similar extent (Fisher exact p=.66). Semantic errors and omissions were 

the most common responses in object naming. In action naming, omissions were the most 

frequent response followed by non-target related responses. JOT’s impaired word 

comprehension and naming performance together with spared word and non-word repetition 

suggests a lexical-semantic deficit.  
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MAS 

MAS presented with non-fluent, halting speech, with marked word-finding difficulties. 

Spontaneous speech was often telegraphic, but in picture description some grammatical 

structure was produced (MAS mostly produced simple SV or SVO utterances). MAS’s 

performance on non-verbal semantic tasks was below cut-off, indicating a deficit in 

conceptual-semantic processing. However, performance on the tests of spoken and written 

word comprehension was unimpaired. However, it should be noted that the word 

comprehension tasks are relatively easy, and consequently it is possible that MAS 

impairments of lexical-semantic processing commensurate with those in conceptual-semantic 

processing (and her production profile). Auditory and written sentence comprehension were 

impaired, suggesting additional syntactic processing deficits. Picture naming was 

significantly worse for verbs than nouns (Fisher exact, p<.001). In object naming, MAS’ 

errors were mostly semantic followed by omissions. In action naming, mostly semantically-

related errors were produced. MAS’s relatively spared word comprehension, naming 

performance and spared word and non-word repetition suggests a primarily post-semantic 

deficit, most likely in the access to the phonological output lexicon from the semantic system.  

 

GOE 

GOE presented with non-fluent, halting speech, reduced prosody and frequent distortions of 

phonemes (due to apraxia of speech). GOE demonstrated marked word-retrieval difficulties, 

most commonly producing sentences restricted to single words (i.e., nouns). GOE was within 

normal range for auditory comprehension of words, indicating unimpaired auditory lexical 

processing, but had mild difficulties with written word comprehension. Spoken and written 

sentence comprehension was also impaired, suggesting additional syntactic processing 

deficits. Performance within the normal range on the Pyramids and Palm Trees Test 

suggested intact conceptual semantics for objects, however performance below the normal 

range on the Kissing and Dancing Test could indicate an impairment of action knowledge 

(e.g., retrieving conceptual knowledge of an event from a picture). Action naming was worse 

than object naming, but this difference was only marginally significant (Fisher exact p= .06). 

Naming errors in both action and object naming were mostly phonological/phonetic but there 

was also a high proportion of omissions. GOE presented with poor word repetition and was 

unable to successfully repeat any non-words. GOE seemed to have particular problems with 
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verb processing that was reflected in his poor sentence comprehension, impoverished 

spontaneous speech and high proportion of omissions in picture naming. Due to the severity 

of GOE’s speech output problems, it is hard to ascertain the extent of his lexical retrieval 

impairment.  

 

JOG 

JOG presented with non-fluent, hesitant speech, with production of short, mostly telegraphic, 

sentences, frequent pauses and severe word-finding difficulties. There were occasional 

semantic and phonological paraphasias with attempts at self-repair.  His performance was 

within normal range for spoken and written and comprehension of words and sentences and 

semantic processing (for both objects and actions), indicating intact conceptual and lexical-

semantic processing. JOG presented with difficulties in action and object naming, but noun 

naming was significantly better than action naming (Fisher exact, p=0.024). Picture naming 

was mostly characterised by slow responses, and errors included semantic and phonological 

paraphasias. Word repetition and non-word repetition were impaired. As JOG’s semantic 

comprehension was intact, his naming errors, together with poor repetition skills suggests a 

post-semantic deficit, most likely at the level of the phonological output lexicon (POL) or in 

the link between semantics and the POL, as well as a mild impairment of the phonological 

output buffer.    

 

RYT 

RYT presented with fluent speech. Sentences are short in length, but with adequate content 

and prosody. Speech was also characterized by mild word-finding difficulties, occasional 

hesitations and phonological and semantic paraphasias. Written word comprehension was 

within normal limits, but spoken word comprehension was impaired, with selection of 

phonological distractors, suggesting impaired access to the phonological input lexicon 

impairment (and/or access to semantics from the PIL to semantics). Auditory and written 

sentence comprehension was also impaired, suggesting additional syntactic processing 

deficits. Performance within the normal range on the Pyramids and Palm Trees Test and on 

the Kissing and Dancing Test indicated intact conceptual-semantic processing. Naming was 

impaired for objects and actions to a similar extent. In both cases, naming difficulties were 
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predominantly characterized by hesitations and semantic errors (and labelling of objects in 

action naming). Word and non-word repetition were impaired. RYT’s naming difficulties, 

together with poor repetition skills suggests a post-semantic most likely at the phonological 

output lexicon, as well as impairments of the phonological output buffer. 

 

STR 

STR presented with fluent speech, comprising mostly complete and relevant sentences. 

Word-finding difficulties were present, with frequent hesitations but also use of nonspecific 

words (e.g., “a little girl in the front is doing sand” (…) she’s painting the thing next the 

man”). STR’s performance was within normal range for written and auditory word 

comprehension, as well as for conceptual knowledge of objects and actions, indicating spared 

semantic processing. Auditory sentence comprehension was impaired on the CAT, but not on 

the Reversible Sentence Comprehension Test, suggesting some syntactic processing deficits 

with more complex structures. Picture naming errors were mostly characterized by the 

production of phonological errors. Action naming was worse than object naming, but this 

difference was only marginally significant (Fisher exact p= .06). STR was unable to 

successfully repeat words and non-words, with poorer performance on repetition of complex 

words and non-words than words. STR’s performance on naming and repetition suggests a 

post-lexical deficit, most likely due to an impairment in phonological output buffer or access 

to POB from the POL.  

 

REA 

REA presented with fluent speech that was grammatically complex and mostly correct. 

Occasional hesitations and word-finding difficulties were perceptible. There were no 

noticeable conceptual-semantic deficits or of word/sentence comprehension. REA presented 

mild difficulties in action naming, occasionally producing semantic-related verbs or 

phonological errors. REA was able to successfully repeat non-words, but difficulties with 

complex word repetition were found. REA’s mild lexical retrieval difficulties suggested a 

post-semantic deficit. It should be noted that the assessments were quite simple and may not 

fully reflect the extent of REA impairments.        
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B.2 Cognitive neuropsychological model of praxis processing (adapted from Cubelli, 

Marchetti, Boscolo & Della Sala (2000) and Rothi, Ochipa & Heilman, (1997) 

 

 

Figure B.1. Cognitive neuropsychological model of praxis processing (adapted from Cubelli, 
Marchetti, Boscolo & Della Sala (2000) and Rothi, Ochipa & Heilman, (1997). 
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APPENDIX C 

 

Table C.1. Accuracy: Summary of the generalized linear mixed-effect model estimates (simple 
effects of Condition against the intercept). 

Model equation: Accuracy~Condition+Time+Session+(1+Session|Participant) + (1|Item) 
Fixed effects β SE z-value p-valuea  

Intercept (baseline) 0.247 0.428 0.58 0.564  
Condition congruent 0.014 0.093 0.16 0.876  
Condition unrelated -0.203 0.093 -2.19 0.023  
Time  -0.119 0.038 -3.09 0.002  
Session1  -0.141 0.088 -1.60 0.109  
Session2  0.050 0.072 0.70 0.486  
Random effects Variance SD    
Item 1.175 1.08    
Participant (intercept) 1.620 1.27    

Session1 0.044 0.21 -0.27   
Session2 0.021 0.14 -0.68 -0.51  

aSignificance of the estimates as estimated using the Satterthwaite approximations of degrees of freedom 
in the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoof & Christensen, 2017); parameters showing significant 
effects are highlighted in bold.
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Table C.2. Accuracy individual results: percentage correct responses and effect of Condition on accuracy at each Time (Cochran’s 
Q) and totalled across both Times (Friedman’s ANOVA) 

PT Totaled across Time Time 1 Time 2 
 Condition (%) χ2 df Sig.a Condition (%) χ2 df Sig. Condition (%) χ2 df Sig 

ALM Congruent 45 0.29 2 .865 Congruent 42 0.63 2 .729 Congruent 49 1.45 2 .484 
Unrelated  48 Unrelated  40 Unrelated  56 
Baseline  50 Baseline  46 Baseline  54 

SJS Congruent 45 0.69 2 .708 Congruent 43 0.69 2 .707 Congruent 47 0.33 2 .846 
Unrelated  42 Unrelated  39 Unrelated  46 
Baseline  44 Baseline  39 Baseline  49 

DEH Congruent 23 1.26 2 .532 Congruent 31 6.45 2 .040 Congruent 15 3.92 2 .141 
Unrelated  22 Unrelated  17 Unrelated  26 
Baseline  26 Baseline  31 Baseline  22 

JOT Congruent 19 0.33 2 .849 Congruent 19 1.45 2 .485 Congruent 18 0.70 2 .704 
Unrelated  19 Unrelated  18 Unrelated  19 
Baseline  20 Baseline  25 Baseline  15 

MAS Congruent 72 12.02 2 .002 Congruent 75 12.87 2 .002 Congruent 69 0.90 2 .638 
Unrelated  59 Unrelated  53 Unrelated  65 
Baseline  66 Baseline  63 Baseline  69 

GOE Congruent 40 15.06 2 <.001 Congruent 33 12.18 2 .002 Congruent 46 4.80 2 .091 
Unrelated  26 Unrelated  19 Unrelated  32 
Baseline  42 Baseline  42 Baseline  43 

JOG Congruent 65 0.92 2 .632 Congruent 58 1.81 2 .405 Congruent 72 7.40 2 .025 
Unrelated  62 Unrelated 53 Unrelated 71 
Baseline  59 Baseline 61 Baseline  57 

RYT Congruent 65 1.26 2 .542 Congruent 63 5.47 2 .065 Congruent 67 1.13 2 .568 
Unrelated  65 Unrelated  68 Unrelated  63 
Baseline  60 Baseline  53 Baseline  68 

STR Congruent 83 1.69 2 .430 Congruent 83 1.24 2 .538 Congruent 82 0.30 2 .861 
Unrelated  79 Unrelated  78 Unrelated  81 
Baseline  79 Baseline  79 Baseline  79 

REA  Congruent 83 7.91 2 .019  
Unrelated  82 
Baseline  96 

Significant results are highlighted in bold.  
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Table C.3. Response latency: Summary of the linear mixed-effects model estimates (simple 

effects of Condition against the intercept). 

Model equation: (1/Sqtr(RT))~Condition+Time+Session+(1+Time+Session |Participant) + (1|Item) 
Fixed effects β SE t-value p-valuea  

Intercept (baseline) 2.59e-02 0.0009   27.9 <.001  
Condition congruent 2.25e-03 0.0003 7.36 <.001  
Condition unrelated -8.72e05 0.0003 -0.29 .775  
Time  -5.59e-04 0.0002 -2.45 .052  
Session1  -1.01e-03 0.0003 -3.04 .012  
Session2  1.51e-04 0.0003 0.46 .655  
Random effects Variance SD Corr.   
Item (intercept) 2.80e-06 0.002          
Participant (intercept) 6.26e-06 0.002          

Time 2.25e-07 0.0004 -0.08   
Session1 6.08e-07 0.0008 -0.37 0.55  
Session2 5.77e-07 0.0008 0.44 -0.48 -0.99 

Residual 1.95e-05 0.004         
a
significance of the estimates as estimated by using the Satterthwaite approximations of degrees of 

freedom in the lmerTest package (Kuznetsova, Brockhoof & Christensen, 2017); parameters showing 

significant effects are highlighted in bold. 
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Table C.4. Response latency individual results: response latencies and effect of Condition on 

Response Latency at each Time (Friedman’s ANOVA). 

PT  Time 1 Time 2 
 Condition Mean (SD) χ2 p-value Condition Mean (SD) χ2 p-value 

ALM Congruent 1933 (1139) 2.60 .272 Congruent 1289 (318) 1.91 .385 

Unrelated  2126 (861) Unrelated  1795 (973) 

Baseline  1701 (760) Baseline  1175 (991) 

SJS Congruent 916 (186) 9.89 .007 Congruent 1038 (494) 11.61 .003 
Unrelated  1216 (346) Unrelated  1226 (395) 

Baseline 1305 (777) Baseline  1374 (641) 

MAS Congruent 1440 (671) 3.65 .161 Congruent 1489 (674) 4.97 .083 

Unrelated  1754 (636) Unrelated  1653 (598) 

Baseline  1703 (839) Baseline  1727 (669) 

GOE Congruent 2041 (1045) 3.71 .156 Congruent 1708 (862) 2.67 .264 

Unrelated  2222 (233) Unrelated  1809 (1020) 

Baseline  1889 (704) Baseline  1417 (547) 

JOG Congruent 1332 (538) 7.44 .024 Congruent 1341 (585) 0.61 .736 

Unrelated 1822 (519) Unrelated  1548 (946) 

Baseline 1595 (946) Baseline  1407 (595) 

RYT Congruent 1904 (961) 4.38 .112 Congruent 1826 (767) 6.23 .044 
Unrelated  2092 (847) Unrelated  2220 (966) 

Baseline  2273 (954) Baseline  2327 (971) 

STR Congruent 1414 (581) 3.29 .193 Congruent 1257 (567) 0.29 .862 

Unrelated  1500 (444) Unrelated  1382 (623) 

Baseline  1676 (711) Baseline  1420 (714) 

REA Congruent 1017 (288) 18.04 .0001  

Unrelated  1353 (671) 

Baseline  1252 (325) 

Note: Significant results are highlighted in bold. 
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APPENDIX D 

 

1. Analyses of collinearity between the participant-related predictors of improvement  

Before computing any statistical analysis of the data, multicollinearity between the four 

predictors of interest was examined by (a) computing a correlation matrix between the 

explanatory variables and (b) using the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF). To do this, we fitted 

a linear mixed effects model containing the priming effect (in ms) and the four predictor 

variables and then calculated the VIFs for each variable. VIFs were computed using the 

vif.mer function (available in the following git repository https://github.com/aufrank/R-

hacks/blob/master/mer-utils.R) in R. Following Zuur and colleagues (2009), a VIFs’ cut-off 

value of 5 was used to determine presence of collinearity. The resulting analysis is provided 

in Table D.1. High positive correlations were found between Action naming and 

Phonological abilities and Gesture input abilities. Moreover, large VIFs were found for 

Phonological abilities and Gesture input, suggesting excessive multicollinearity between our 

predictor variables. In addition, a large positive (but non-significant) relationship between 

Semantic and Phonological abilities was found.  

 

Table D.1. Results of the multicollinearity test. 

  Action 
naming 

Semantic 
abilities 

Phonological 
abilities 

VIF 

Action naming Pearson’s r ---   2.58 p-value ---  
Semantic 
abilities 

Pearson’s r 0.448 ---  2.27 p-value 0.266 --- 
Phonological 
abilities 

Pearson’s r 0.812* 0.606 --- 13.87 p-value 0.014 0.111 --- 
Gesture input Pearson’s r 0.839** 0.405 0.932*** 12.41 p-value 0.009 0.320 < .001 
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 
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2. Analyses of collinearity between the item-related predictors of improvement  

Multicollinearity was investigated by computing a correlation matrix between the explanatory 

variables and using the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF). To do this, we fitted a linear mixed 

effects model containing the priming effect and the five predictor variables and calculated the 

VIFs for each variable. Results are displayed in table D.2 Even though correlation 

coefficients between some of the explanatory variables were moderate, all Variance Inflation 

Factor values were below 2, indicating that there was no significant collinearity between the 

variables (Zuur et al., 2009).   

 

Table D.2. Results of the multicollinearity test 

      LFreq  AoA  LPh  Trans.   Instr.  Model collinearity 
(VIF) 

LFreq    
Pearson's r   —                     

1.52 

 
p-value   —                    

AoA   
Pearson's r   -0.419  ***  —                1.49 

 

 
p-value   < .001   —                

LPh  Pearson's r   -0.207   0.252  *   —           1.07 

 p-value   0.086   0.035    —           

Trans.   
Spearman’s r   0.030   -0.016  *   -0.027   —       1.14 

 p-value   0.806   0.898    0.825   —       

Instr.   Spearman’s r   -0.303  *  0.317  **   0.025   0.331  **  —   1.46 

 p-value   0.011   0.008    0.840   0.005   —   
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Table D.3. Effect of each item-related predictor variables (AoA, Instrumentality and Lemma 

Frequency) on the size of the priming: summary of the Likelihood-ratio test of model 

comparison. 

Size of the Priming effect and… AIC χ2 P 
Age-of-acquisition (AoA)    
1 priming~AoA +Time + (random) 8469   
2 priming~ Time +(random) 8468 0.28 .593 
Instrumentality    
1 priming~ Instrumentality +Time+(random) 8467   
2 priming~ Time+(random)  8468 2.39 .122 
Lemma Frequency (Frequency)*    
1 priming~ Frequency+Time+(random) 8464   
2 priming~ Time+(random) 8468 5.56 .018 

 

* Supplementary analyses further showed that word (lemma) frequency predicted the size of 
the priming effect when AoA was included in the statistical model (χ2(1) = 6.01, p=.014) and 
approached significance when instrumentality was included (χ2(1) = 3.72, p=.054). Neither 
AoA nor instrumentality significantly predicted response effects when word (lemma) 
frequency was not included in the statistical model. 
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APPENDIX E 

 

Table E. 1. Post-hoc analyses of the experimental results, including possible effects of 

Experiment Period (A=first 36 items; B= last 36 items) 

R Model equation: (1/Sqtr(RT)) ~ Condition * Experiment Period + Session + (1+ Session 
| Participant) + (1 | Item) + (1 | item_nr : Session) 
Fixed effects β SE β t-value   
(intercept: baseline, A) 2.545e-02 1.057e-03 24.08   
Condition congruent 2.276e-03 5.835e-04 3.90   

Condition unrelated -4.390e-04 5.652e-04 -0.78   
Experiment Period B 4.801e-04 5.996e-04 0.80   
Congruent : B -9.760e-05 8.448e-04 -0.12   
Unrelated : B -9.851e-05 8.474e-04 -0.12   
Session 11 -3.407e-04 4.501e-04 -0.76   
Session 2  -3.602e-04 4.501e-04 -0.80   

Random effects Variance  SD Corr.   

Item (intercept) 2.162e-06 0.001470                
Participants (intercept) 7.266e-06 0.002696               
          Session 1 1.121e-06 0.001059 -0.88   
          Session 2 1.156e-06 0.001075 0.98 -0.96  
Residual 1.719e-05 0.004146         

Note. 1 Session was included as a fixed effect to account for the influence of this variable 
as each target item appeared in each condition across three sessions. Sum contrast was 
used to centre the effect of this variable at the grand mean at the intercept. Analysis 
included only data from Time 1.  

 

 


